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Abstract: This report explains the accident involving American Eagle fl'ght 3379, a BAe
Jetstream 3201, which crashed about 4 nautical miles southwest of the runway 5L
threshold during an instrument landing system approach to the Raleigh-Durham
nternational Airport on December 13, 1994. Safety issues examined in this report
include flightcrew decisions and training, air carrifci organization, hiring and
recordkeeping practices. Federal Aviation Administration surveillance of AMR
EagleIFlagship, and the flight profile advisory system. Safety recommendations
concerning these issues were made to the Federal Aviation Administration.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On December 13, 1994, at 1834, American Eagle (AMR) flight 3379
crashed about 4 nautical miles southwest of the runway 5L threshold during an
instrument landing system approach to the Raleigh-Durham International Airport.
Thirteen passengers and the two crewmembers were fatally injured, and the other
five passengers survived. The airplane was destroyed by impact and fire. The
weather at the time of the accident was ceiling 5CO feet, visibility 2 miles, light rain
and fog, temperature 38' F. and dew point 3 6 O F. This was a regularly scheduled
passenger flight under 14 Code of Federal Regulations, Pan 135.

The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable
causes of this accident were: 1) the captain's improper assumption that an engine
had failed, and 2) the captain's subsequent failure to follow approved procedures for
engine failure, single-engine approach and go-around, and stall recovery.
Contributing to the cause of the accident was the failure of AMR EagleFIagship
management to identify, document, monitor, and remedy deficiencies in pilot
performance and training.
Safety issues examined in tius report include flightcrew decisions and
training, air carrier organization, ,,iring and recordkeeping practices. Federal
Aviation Administration surveillance of AMR EagleFlagship, and the flight profile
advisory system. Safety recommendations concemiiig these issues were made to the
Federal Aviation Administration.
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1. FACTUAL INFORMATION

1.1

History of Flight

On December 13, 1994, at 18341, a Flagshi? Airlines Jetstrearn 3201.
doing business as (dba) American Eagle (AMR) flight 3379, crashed about 4
nautical miles southwest of the runway 5L threshold during an instrument landing
system (ILS)approach to the Raleigh-Durham International Airport (RDU). The
flight was a regularly scheduled passenger flight under 14 Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR), Pan 135. Thirteen passengers and the two crewmembers were
fatally injured, and the other five passengers survived. The airplane was destroyed
by impact and fire. The weather at the time of the accident was ceiling 500 feet,
visibility 2 miles, light rain and fog. temperature 38' F,and dew point 36' F.
The crew of flight 3375 arrived at company operations about 1300,
prior to the scheduled check in time of 131 1, on December 13, 1994. They were
scheduled for a 2-day trip, which included three flights the first day, an overnight
stay in Greenville. North Carolina, and five flights the second day, ending at RDU at
1555.2 N918AE. a Bri:ish Aerospace Jetstrearn 3201, arrived at RDU at 1213 on
December 13, 1994. The terminating crew reported that the aircraft performed
normally. and there were no writeups on the aircraft during the four flights they had
made in it. At 141 1, the accident crew departed RDU on time in N918AE. as flight
3416, and arrived in Greensboro, North Carolina, (GSO) at 1449, 2 minutes ahead
of schedule. After the passengers deplaned, they taxied the aircraft to Atlantic
Aero, a fixed-base operator (FBO) on another part of the airport, to allow other
flights to access the gate. The crew entered the FBO facility at 1530 and remained
'Ail timcs herein arc eastern stantlard time (cst). in accorduncc with the 24-hour clock.

2Thc crew had never flown logclhcr prior to this trip sequence.

in the "break room." About 1620. the customer service agent discussed the fuel
requirements for the flight with the captain. He advised that they had about 1,000
pounds of fuel on arrival, and would take 700 additional pounds for departure. The
fueler distributed 50 gallons on each side of the airplane for a total fuel load of
1,700 pounds, as requested. The crew left the FBO building about 1650, and the
airplane taxied from the ramp about 1700.

The gate agent responsible for flight 3379 estimated that the aircraft
returned to the gate area about 1715. She gave the dispatch papers to the captain,
and 18 passengers boarded the flight. The baggage and cargo were loaded onto the
airplane, and she gave the captain the load manifest. The captain indicated that
there was a problem with the weight distribution, and they discussed the options to
remedy the problem. Two bags were removed from the aft cargo compartment. and
the flight taxied out 8 minutes late. at 1753.
About 1818, the agent requested the departure times from flight 3379,
and the first officer advised her that they used 53 and 03 (taxi out at 1753 and
takeoff at 1803). The delay was reportedly due to baggage rearrangement. The
agent, who had previously met both pilots, reported they were in good moods. She
described the captain as typically quiet and the first officer as outgoing.

The flight plan called for a cruise altitude of 5,000 feet, and the time en
route was 23 minutes. Flight 3379 was assigned a cruising altitude of 9,000 feet.'
The crew contacted RDU approach control at 1814, and advised that it had received
Automatic Terminal Information Service (ATIS) "Sierra." The controller advised
the crew to expect runway 5L. Following some discussion about the arrival
clearance, the controller stated, "Eagle flight 379 reduce speed to uh ...one eight zero
The crew received continuing vectors and were
then descend to six thousand
switched to the final radar control position at 1825. The final controller instructed
them to, "...reduce to one seven zero then descend and maintain three thousand." At
1828. the controller cautioned them about wake turbulence from a B-727 that they
were following, and assigned them a headinp of 190". At 1830, the final controller
advised. "Eagle flight 379 eight from BARRT [the final approach fix1 turn left
heading zero seven zero join the localizer course at or above two thousand one
hundred cleared ILS five left." The crew acknowledged the clearance, and the
subsequent change to the tower frequency.
....'I

>Bawd on the iiifomiition from thc cockpit vtiic rccordcr. Ihc captain was the flyitit pilot. and
the firs1 ol'ficcr was ihc ininflyiitg pilot.

They contacted the tower at 1832, and were told "..cleared to land
I."
wind zero one zero at eight traffic three and a half mile final a seven twenty .
At 1832:25, the crew acknowledged the clearance, "Cleared to land five left 379."
This was the last known transmission from the flight. At 1834:17, an unintelligible
noise was heard or, the frequency.
Data from the flight data recorder (FDR), cockpit voice recorder
(CVR), and the RDU radar plot were correlated for the last minute of flight to
reconstruct the approach. (See figure 1). There was a change in engine noise
similar to an increase in engine RPM at 1833:28.7, seconds after the captain
requested "speeds high," This was followed immediately by a call for, "gear down
and flaps 20." Flight 3379 crossed sligi~tlyright of BARRT, the final approach fix,
while descending through 2,100 feet and slowing beluw 160 knots about this time.
At 1833:33.3, the captain asked. "Why's that ignition light on? We just had a
flameout'?" For the next seconds, the crew discussed the engine anomaly as the
airplane heading drifted to the left at approximately 2/3 of a degree per second and
eventually crossed the localizer centerline at 1833:45. At this time, flight 3379 was
approximately 3.8 miles behind the preceding B-727.
For the next several seconds, the airplane remained relatively level at
approrimately 1,800 feet. as the airspeed decreased from 140 knots to 122 knots,
when th; captain decided, "Let's go missed approach." In less than 2 seconds, at
1834:05.3, two momentary stall warnings occzied as the captain called, "Set max
power," and the left turn rate increased. The first officer called, "Lower the nose,
lower the nose, lower the nose," but the airplane remained at about 1,800 feet, and
the airspeed continued to decay to approximately 119 knots as the left turn rate
increased to about 5" per second.
At 1834:09.4, a stall warning horn started again, and was followed at
1834:09.6 by the dual stall warning horns. At this time, the airplane was still at
1,775 feet, and the airspeed had slowed to 11 1 knots. The first officer inquired,
"You got it?," and the captain responded, "Yeah." The airspeed decreased to
103 knots at 1834: 12, and the first officer said, "Lower the nose." At 1834: 13.2, the
first officer said. "It's the wrong, wrong foot, wrong engine." About this time, the
rate of descent increased rapidly to more than 10,000 feet per minute. The rate of
turn increased to about 14' per second at 1834:16, as the airspeed increased rapidly.
There were several significant normal accelerations during this period. The pirplane
finally stabilized the last few seconds before impact at an airspeed of about
170 knots. a normal acceleration of 2.5 G absolute, and a heading of 290'.
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Figure 1.--Airplane ground track.
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The accident occurred during hours of darkness, at 35' 50' 5" north
latitude and 78O 52' 1" west longitude.

1.2

Injuries to Persons
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Damage to Airplane
The airplane was destroyed by impact and fire. It was insured for

$4,130.626.

1.4

Other Damage

The aircraft crashed through a stand of trees on private property. A
din road approximately 1.5 miles long wag constructed to allow travel to and from
the site. There was no other property damage.

1.5

Personnel Information

1.5.1

Pilot in Command

The captain, age 29, was hired by Flagship Airlines on January 7,
1991, as a first officer on the J-3201. He held airline transport pilot certificate
No. 471629922, with ratings for BAe-3100, Shorts SD-3, airplane multiengine land,
and commercial privileges for airplane single-engine land. He also held a ground
instructor certificate with ratings for advanced ground instructor and instrument
ground instructor. He received his initial type rating in the BAe-3100 on
October 13, 1992, and his last proficiency check on July 6, 1994. His last Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) first-class medical certificate was issued on July 18,
1994, with the limitation that, "Holder shall wear correcting lenses while exercising
the privileges of his airman certificate." At the time of the accident, company
records indicate that he had accumulated 3,499 total flying hours. of which

2.294 hours were in turboprops, and 457 hours were accumulated in the J-3201as a
pilot-in-command.
The captair began flying in 19S5, was eventually hired by Comair on
January 8, 1990, and flew as a first officer on the Saab SF-340. He failed the first
second-in-command check on February 10, 1990. The failed items included takeoff
with simulated engine failure, ILS approach-normal, ILS approach-manual, no flap
approach, crosswind landing, landing from an ILS, no flap landing, and judgment.
He received an additional hour of instruction the following day, and was retested on
February 12. He satisfactorily completed that check and was assigned to line flying.
After observing four regular line flights in the jumpseat, on February 17, he
performed his initial operating experience (IOE)with a company check airman. The
IOE was accomplished between February 21 m ? March 7, during which he
accumulated 31 hours in 30 flights. Written comments by the check captain on the
IOE form included the following:

-

Feb. 23 ...still needs some work on his landings and operational
procedures. Not ready for SIC [second in command].

-

...all non-flying pilot duties OK...still having some
Feb. 27
problems judging approach and landing procedures. Final approach
is weak and landing flair (sic) needs a lot of work ...recommend
several more landings with check airman befc.t signoff.

...

- ...

Mar. 6
concentrated on landings and approaches. Still a little
weak on visual approaches.

...

Mar. 7 - meets minimum qualifications for SIC.
It was Comair's policy to obtain written evaluations of probationary
first officers from line captains. The Cornair records contained three evaluations of
the accident captain, serving as a first officer, on the SF-340 during his probationary
year. The first, in April, based on a month of flying together, indicated that the line
captain had some concern about his flight skills. He noted that he "most always" on
instrument approaches made some abrupt inputs that produced departures from
altitude or heading. He also noted that "he becomes distracted because he gets
upset with his performance." The captain's recommendation was that he remain first
officer for at least a year. In June, the second evaluating captain made no specific
negative comments and rated him above average in overall job performance;

however, he responded "no" to the question of whether he would feel comfortable
as a passenger if the first officer was the captain. The third line captain, who flew
with him for two days in December, described him as average in job knowledge,
equipment knowledge, and job performance. He commented that he would think
twice before asking for something, and that he was moody and unpredictable. In
response to a postaccident inquiry, the third line captain also indicated that based on
a private conversation they had, personal problems, in combination with the
difficulties he was having at Comair, were creating pressures, and taking a toll on
him. Finally, "...after much carefiil thought..,." the third line captain had
recommended that he be dismissed from the company. According to the Comair
Vice President of Operations, the accident captain was allowed to resign from
Comair in lieu of termination.
In response to a Safety Board request for any additional comments
from Comair pilots who had flown with the accident captain, the line captain who
provided the April 1990 evaluation stated:
[He] had below average piloting skills that required my constant
attention, especially in the terminal area. The evaluation reflects
that [he] was a concern to me because of his timeliness in
performing tasks. [He] was frequently "behind the airplane" and
often lost situational awareness.
While [he] and I nevei
experienced any emergencies together, I was somewhat concerned
that [he] may freeze up or get tunnel vision in an emergency
situation.

AMR Eagle recruitment files, which were not made available to the
Safety Board until April 28, 1995, indicated that the captain applied to Flagship
Airlines on October 3, 1990. The stated reason for his interest was to live in
Nashville, Tennessee. The captain completed other employment forms intended to
facilitate inquiries into his background. One form was entitled "American Eagle
Previous Employment Inquiry," which listed Comair as his current employer. This
fonn included a civil release, which was signed by the job applicant. Among the
questions, a previous employer was asked to grade the employee's job performance,
and whether they would reemploy him. A M R Eagle records reveal the word
"HOLD" written on the captain's application forms and they had no record that the
inquiry f0w.i was ever sent to Comair. However, Comair officials indicated that
even with a civil release, company policy limits release of airman/employee
information to dates of employment and aircraft operated. On October 24, 1990, the

captain completed a 1-day interview process that included medical, general and
professional interviews, and a simulator evaluation. He was sent an offer of
employment by Flagship Airlines on December 19, 1990, which placed him in class
91-01, to commence on January 7, 1991. The captain accepted the offer, by letter,
on December 24.1990.
The captain rp Agned from Comair on January 3, 1991, and was hired
by Flagship Airlines on January 7, 1991. He was assigned to J-3201 training as a
f i t officer, and completed it on March 13, 1991. He served as a firs*officer until
January 20, 1992, when he was eligible for captain upgrade training in the Shorts
SD3-60. After ground school, he received 4 hours of cockpit procedures training,
and 32 hours of simulator time, of which 16 hours were as pilot-in-command. He
also received 18 hours training in the airplane between February 19, 1992, and
April 30, 1992, with several interruptions due to student backlog and availability of
airspace in the Philadelphia area. Flagship training records indicate that on
March 24, 1992, the instructor indicated that he had unsatisfactory progress on
single-engine, nonprecision approaches. Comments on April 5 , 1992, indicated
improved airspeed control on ILS approaches, and he recommended him for a check
ride. However. 2 days before the check ride, on April 29, 1992, he was graded
unsatisfactory on crosswind takeoffs and landings, engine failures, and single-engine
missed approaches. He was given an additional training period on April 30, 1992,
and successfully passed the initial type rating proficiency check on May 1, 1992.
He accomplished his IOE between May 7 and 10, 1992, accumulating more than 21
hours and 11 landings. He did not receive a line check from an FAA inspector until
May 28, 1992, and, at that time, he was assigned to line operation.
On September 7, 1992, the captain began captain upgrade training in
the J-3201. He satisfactorily completed the ground school and oral examination on
September 24, 1992. From September 28 through October 5 , 1992, he received
14 hours of training in the simulator; however, on October 6, 1992, he failed the
type rating check. He received an additional training period, and successfully
passed the recheck from the same FAA inspector on October 13, 1992. He
accumulated 13.9 hours and 8 landings on his IOE, and received a line check from
the FAA on October 21.1992.
The captain was displaced from captain to first officer on the J-3201 on
May 1, 1993, because of a reduction in the number of slots in the domicile. He
requalified as captain on the J-3201 on January 26, 1994, and was serving in that

capacity continuously until the accident. He received recurrent crew resource
management (CRM) training on October 24,1994.
The RDU Base Manager stated that about 1 month before the accident,
he became aware of a first officer who was reluctant to fly with the captain,
"because of things she had heard." After discussions with the Base Manager, the
first officer agreed to fly with the captain, and to provide feedback on his
performance as pilot-in-command. The first officer later advised that everything had
gone well. This first officer was interviewed after the accident, and she attributed
her apprehension to the fact that she was operating on "emotion and rumor control."
She did not divulge the specifics of the minors, but she added that the captain had
asked her about rumors concerning him, and that she had advised him to ignore
them. She considered the captain's flying skills average and his decision-making,
command ability, and leadership skills below average.
days later, the captain called the Base Manager at home and
expressed conce,. i about his reputation at the airline. They discussed the subject
again at the office, and the captain explained that he'd had a bad day, and that the
experiences on that day may have prompted rumors about his ability. The captain
also felt that he was not flying as much as others because he was on reserve.4 The
Base Manager offered to assist him secure training time in the simulator, but the
captain declined the offer. Several days after these discussions, the Base Manager
wai advised by another captain that several first officers said that the accident
captain, "...had flying deficiencies." The Base Manager further described the event
as follows:
a

I related [to the captain who advised him of first officer concerns]
the events of the past few days regarding the first officer who
balked, then flew, with [the accident captain] and subsequently
reported everything normal. I advised him to tell any first officers
who flew with [the accident captain] and felt there were reasons to
doubt his performance to come forward to me. Since that time, no
one came forward and I don't recall hearing of any other instances
relating to [the accident captain].

*A classificalion for line pilots who are unable to hold a regular scheduled line of flying because

of scniorily.

1.5.2

First Officer

The first officer, age 25, was hired by Flagship Airlines on
December 6, 1993, as a first officer on the J-3201. He held airline transport pilot
certificate No. 473907365, with ratings for airplane multiengine land and airplane
single-engine land and sea. He also possessed a flight instructor certificate with
ratings for airplane single and multiengine, and instrument airplane. His most recent
FAA first-class medical certificate was issued on October 6, 1994, with no
limitations. Company records indicate that he had accumulated 3,452 total flying
hours, of which 677 hours were in the J-3201,

He attended an airline pilot qualificatiw course at the American
Airlines Flight Academy, Fort Worth, Texas, from October 14, 1991. to
November 1, 1991, which included training in a Cessna Citetion CE-500simulator.
He was subsequently hired, and began ground schcal on the J-3201 on December 6,
1993. He completed the ground training, including CRM, on January 5, 1994. He
passed an oral examination on January 6, 1994, and completed the simulator training
on January 25, 1994. A training lesson and proficiency check were completed ir.
the airplane on January 3 1, 1994. He performed his IOE from February 4 through 6,
1994, during which he accumulated 12 hours and 10 landings. Check airmen, line
captains, and peers described him as an above-average pilot. Although he was
based in Miami, Florida, he was temporarily assigned to the RDU domicile to cover
flying for the month of December.
1.5.3

Flightcrew activities and FlightIDuty Times

There was no record of the captain's activity on December 8 and 9,
1994. Company records indicate that the captain was on sick leave on
December 10 through 12, 1994. His two roommates were interviewed following the
accident. They were out of town the weekend before the accident, but both
described him as behaving normally when they returned on Sunday evening,
December 11, 1994. They stated that they had each had a cold the week before, but
neither could explain why he called in sick. The captain reportedly spent most of
the morning of December 12, 1994, studying for an economics final examination?
and was apparently out "running errands" until about 1700. He watched a football
game Monday night with one of his roommates, and discussed the impending RDU
'The captain was enrolled in parl-lirne studies at North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North
Carolina.

base closure with him. The captain indicated that he did not want to be transferred,
and was considering resigning from the airline. He told the roommate that the next
day's trip might be his last. The captain and his roommate prayed about the
situation, and he went to bed between 0045 and 0130 on December 13, the day of
the accident, and got up between 0815 and 0830. Ke went to the campus, and
returned between 1030 and 1045. He went to the airport between 1 130 and 1200.
Company records indicate that the first officer was off duty on
December 8 and 9. The following table reflects his company activity for several
days prior to the accident:
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The first officer was domiciled temporarily in a company-provided
hotel. The hotel driver remembered taking him and other pilots to the airport
between 1230 and 1300 on the day of the accident. Th? hotel front desk clerk
remembered seeing him around 1245, and described his mood as average.
1.6

Aircraft Information

1.6.1

General

N9 18AE. a British Aerospace Jetstream Aircraft Ltd. J-3201, SIN 918,
received an FAA Standard Airworthiness Certificate on January 1 1 , 1991, in the
commuter category. The aircraft was approved to operate in day or night visual
flight rules (VFR), instrument flight rules (IFR), and in known or forecast icing
conditions when the appropriate equipment was installed and operable. It was
equipped with a CVR, FDK, and a flight profile advisory (FPA) system, similar to
the ground proximity warning system (GPWS) used on other aircraft. At the time of
the accident, it had been operated a total time of 6,576.9 hours.
N918AE was equipped with
turbopropeller engines installed as follows:

two

Garrett

TPE-33 1 - 12UHR
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Lasi Visit
Position

&&l No,

No. 1
No. 2

P6624 1
P66236

a

1 1/22/94

08/04/94

44.3
501.9

Total
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60
695

5,735
5,43 1

The Jetstream Series 3200 Flight Manual, used by Flagship Airlines,
contained the following maximum limitations:

Ramp Weight
Takeoff Weight
Landing Weight
Cargo Hold
Baggage Pod6

16.3 14 Pounds
16.204 Pounds
15,609 Pounds
628 Pounds
435 Pounds

The allowable takeoff weight for the accident flight was restricted at
GSO because of the en route fuel bum and the allowable landing weight at RDU. In
this case, the allowable takeoff weight was 15,932 pounds, but the calculated
wcight was i5.998 pounds. The captain advised the ramp agent that a weight
calculation adjustment must be made, either by removing two bags from the aft
cargo compartment, or by transferring five carry-on bags from the pod to underseat
stowage.' The latter would not have affected the actual weight of the aircraft, but
would have changed the computational weights assigned to the bags. The agent
could not find five bags in the pod that would fit under the seats, and removed two
bags from the aft compartment instead. The captain's computation of the takeoff
weight was based on the agent changing the location of the bags, rather than
removing two bags. The result was that the calculated takeoff weight of
15,948 pounds, recorded on the departure form, was 3 pounds lighter than the actual
airplane weight. The calculations used by the crew were as follows:

'The aircraft was fitted with an external baggage pod attached to the fuselage belly to supplement
the internal baggage compartment.
' ~ h coperator was authorized to compute the aircraft weight by using average weights. The
average wcight allowed for passengers, 175 founds f
a winter, included 10 pounds fa carry-on baggage. All
checked bags were assigned an average weight of ??.5 pounds, and all plane-side checked bags (those which
cannot fit in approved bins or under the scat) were assigned a weight of 10 pounds. Thus, the 46-pound excess
calculated weight would be corrected by either removing two of the checked bags from the aft cargo compartment
(a 47-pound reduction), or by moving five of the plane-side checked bags from the baggage pod to underseat
stowage (a 50-pound calculation change).

Basic Operating Weight
18 Pax @ 175 Pounds Each
Cargo (Aft=470, Pod=221)
Fuel
Ramp Weight
Taxi Bum
Takeoff Weight
En mute Fuel Bum
Landing Weight

10,455 pounds
3.150
69 1

m

15,996 pounds

-A
15,948 pounds
15,596 pounds

The center of gravity (CG) limit range, expressed in index units, was
-13.8 to -1.2. The discrepancy in baggage resulted in a planned CG of -4.6, but the
actual calculation should have been -5.4 index units. The zero fuel, ramp, takeoff,
and landing weights, and the CG of the aircraft were all within limits throughout the
flight.

1.6.2

Cabin Configuration

The flight deck had the standard seating arrangement for a captain, left
side, and a first or,'>cer,right side. There was no observer seat. The cabin was
configured with 1) jassenger seats, 7 single seats on the left side and 6 double seats
on the right side. A lavatory was installed on the right side opposite the main entry
door at the rear of the aircraft.

1.6.3

Maintenance Records Review

Flagship Airlines maintains the Jetstream 3201 fleet under an
FAA-approved 14 CFR Part 121, Subpart L,continuous airwortlhess maintenance
program.* The maintenance instructions for the program are contained in the BAe
Jetstream 3201 maintenance manuals and in work cards provided in the American
Eagle Maintenance Check Manual (MCM). The program incorporates the
following recurrent inspections:

-

periodic Service Checks PS-1 and PS-a
ground level
walkarounds, performed by maintenance personnel every two flying

8Technically, the airplane did not have to be maintained under the Part 121 program: however.
AMR Eagle elected to use the more stringent program, instead of that required under 14 CFR 135.

days (defined as a 24-hour period, midnight to midnight) and seven
calendar days, respectively.

W Check

-

servicing and inspection checks, nquiring the
opening of panels, and a detailed inspection of specific components
and zones. There are 24 checks, in numerical order, performed in
sequence at 150 flight hour intervals.

..

-

Main Base Visits (MBV) consists of 'CC"
type maintenance checks
that are not normally covered t phase check intervals.
Modifications and other optional work are normally accomplished
at this time to take advantage of the down time. The interval is
1,800 flight hours.

..
diate Main Base VisitsfIMBV) mostly "C"type, or higher,
maintenance checks which would not normally require inspection at
MBV intervals. The IMBV is accomplished at 3,600 flight hour
intervals.

-

..

Heavv Main Base Visit (HMBV) - includes MBV and IMBV type
items, and additional "C" type or higher maintenance checks. The
interval for the HMBV is 7,200 flight hours.
All inspections ere required to be performed using work cards that
provide instructions to the mechanic or inspector, including location of the task,
panels involved, special tools or equipment required, and a step-by-step process for
performing each task. There is a signature block to be signed when each step is
completed. All scheduled maintenance is recorded and tracked on a computerized
system (DASH). Complex or time intensive nonscheduled maintenance and special
inspection items, such as lightning strikes, severe turbulence, and hard landing
inspections, also have work cards. Age exploration program inspections are
accomplished in conjunction with other maintenance checks whenever possible, but
they may be accomplished separately.
At the time of the accident. Flagship Airlines used contract
maintenance for all MBV, IMBV, and HMBV inspections. Most checks were
performed by Eagle Aviation Services, Inc., Little Rock, Arkansas, a 14 CFR 145
repair station owned by AMR Corporation. Occasionally, FFV Aerotech, Inc.,
Nashville, Tennessee (BNA) performed MBVs to meet schedules. Additional

contract maintenance was performed at most outlying stations by local fixed-base
operators; however, if major repairs or component changes were needed. Flagship
maintenance personnel were dispatched to the site.
Deferred maintenance procedures are contained JI the company
General Procedures Manual. They require that deferred items be identified, verified
for FAA compliance, and documented on the Maintenance Item Control (MIC)
sheet. Minimum Equipment List (MEL) items. Configuration Deviation List (CDL)
items, and Deferred Maintenance Items (DMI) are all transferred to the MIC sheet,
located in the front of the active aircraft logbook.
Copy pages of the aircraft maintenance logbook are collected and
turned in at the end of the day. or at the first maintenance base stop the next day.
The sheets are reviewed at the base where they are turned in, and then they are
express mailed to maintenance operations at BNA. As part of its continuing
analysis and surveillance program, under 14 CFR 121.373, Flagship collects data
from the pilot writeups, scheduled inspeqtions and checks, and nonroutine
maintenance to discover negative trends, and to determine corrective actions.
N918AE received a phase 16 check at the Flagship Maintenance Base
in BNA on October 19. 1994. This was one of the six phase checks (phase checks
4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24) requiring inspection of the stall warning system
components. The records showed that the three applicable routine work cards 2373,
0373, and 0383 were executed and properly signed off at that time. No nonroutine
work cards were generated during the inspection process. Additionally, a check of
the maintenance logs for a 2-month period prior to the accident revealed that there
were not any pilot-noted discrepancies related to the stall warning system. The stick
pusher received a 50-hour operational check on November 6,1994.
N918AE entered an HMBV on November 11, 1994, at the Eagle
Aviation Services, Inc., facility in Little Rock, Arkansas, and completed the visit on
December 1, 1994. Following the aircraft's return to service, the right propeller was
twice written up for fluctuation in flight and failure to maintain selected RPM on
December 6, 1994. This discrepancy could not be duplicated on the ground, and a
functional check flight (FCF) was performed on December 7, 1994. This resulted in
changing the right propeller governor, and another FCF on December 8. 1994.
When this FCF was unsatisfactory because of propeller RPM fluctuation, the right
propeller assembly was removed and replaced. On December 9, 1994, the aircraft

passed an FCF, with no propeller fluctuation. There were no further reports of RPM
fluctuation.
However, on the same flight that cleared the propeller fluctuation
problem, there was a writeup for an engine torque split of 10 percent at flight idle
(LHtoque 8 percent, R H torque 18 percent). Interviews with the crew on the FCF
revealed that this was discovered during an ILS approach at the end of the flight
when the captain retarded the power levers to flight idle one last time to see if the
propeller would fluctuate. The captain pointed out to the technician on board that
this could possibly cause asymmetric thrust problems for pilots during landing flare
and reverse power application. The technician noted that the fuel flows at the time
were 219 and 221 pounds r?r hour on the left and right engines, respectively. The
captain did not experience diiy directional control problems on landing, but he did
record the torque split in the aircraft log. The technician noted that the fuel flows
were still nearly equal after landing, and he then checked and adjusted the right
propeller flight idle blade angle. He adjusted the beta tube pin one hole (the
smallest adjustment possible), and then checked the blade angle to confirm that it
was still within limits. The blade adjustment, engine fuel flow, RPM, and torque
were checked while both engines were ground run at flight idle. The aircraft was
then released to line operation on December 9.1994.
The Flagship maintenance manual had an established procedure to
adjust engine torque. This flight idle toque test required specified conditions of
altitude, airspeed, airframe configuration, bleed switch position, propeller RPM,and
power lever position. The torque values obtained should be 10, plus or minus 2
percent between 3,000 and 5,000 feet; and 9, plus or minus 2 percent between 5,001
and 9,000 feet. A note in the procedure specifies that, "Difference between left and
right engine torque must not exceed 2 percent." If the toque differential during the
test is greater than 2 percent, the maintenance manual refers the mechanic back to
the established procedure for adjusting torque.

On December 11, 1994, an entry in the aircraft log reported that the
left engine did not indicate 100 percent RPM on takeoff. A screw "x" adjustmenf
was made, and a ground run was satisfactorily completed. There were no repeat
squawks on this problem.
9Screw "x" is one of four adjustment screws on the concentric shaft assembly. It provides for the
adjustment of the propeller governor high RPM setling, which is specified to be 100.5 percent + 0.5 percent RPM.
Rotation o f Ihc screw clockwise increases the RPM. and counter-clockwise rotation decreases RPM.

A PS-1 inspection was completed at BNA on December 12, 1994. No
subsequent aircraft maintenance log sheets were available for inspection.

1.7

Meteorological Information

Surface weather observations at RDU are taken at the National
Weather Service (NWS) observing facility, located in the Air Cargo Building at the
airport. The NWS observer was notified of a possible accident at 1840. The
pertinent surface observations were as follows:
1751--Record--measured variable ceiling 500 feet overcast,
visibility 2 miles, light rain, fqg, temperature 37" F,dew point 3S0F,
wind 010" at 8 knots, altimeter setting 30.31 inches of Hg,
Remarks--surface visibility 3 nu.es, ceiling 300 feet variable
600 feet, drizzle ended 1740, rain began 1740.
!841--Local--measured variable ceiling 500 feet overcast, visibility

2 miles, light rain, fog, temperature 38' F. ded point 36' F, wind
010Âat 8 knots, altimeter setting 30.31 inches of Hg, Remarks-surface visibility 3 miles, ceiling 300 feet variable 600 feet.

The NWS weather observer described the weather as steady,
consistent, and uneventful.
The pertinent NWS surface weather observation at GSO was as
follows:
1750--Record--measured ceiling 1,100 feet broken, 2,500 feet
overcast, visibility 7 miles, temperature 37' F, dew point 30" F,
wind 040Âat 10 knots, altimeter setting 30.28 inches of Hg.
Weather radar data showed widespread light rain in the region. Radar
indicated that the cloud tops were uniform at 12,000feet.

The nearest rawinsondelo station was located at the GSO N W S office.
The regular balioon launch at 1804 recorded a freezing level about 7,700 feet msl,
and the temperature at 9,000 feet msl was about -3" C.
The following pilot reports were received in the general area. at the
times indicated:
1625--single engine BE-36 about 20 miles north of RDU at
7,000 feet reported no icing (+2" C ) , tops at 7.500 feet.
1649--twin engine CE-500about 20 miles west of Greenville, at
14,000 feet, reported light to moderate rime icing between 9,000
and 13,000 feet during climbout. Tops were at 13,000 feet.
1725--unknown aircraft over RDU at 10,000 feet reported light
icing.
1815-twin engine CE-402 over GSO reported moderate rime icing
at 9.000 feet, but none below 8,000 feet during descent.
1850--single engine BE-36, 35 miles west southwest of GSO at
9,000 feet, reported light clear icing.
The crew of a company flight, being vectored for an approach at the
time of the accident, stated that they encountered a trace of icing between
Richmond, Virginia, and RDU at 10,000 feet. The ice came off in the descent
above 8,000 feet. They were diverted to GSO at 9.000 feet after the accident and
did not encounter any ice.
The RDU terminal forecast for the period, 1300 December 13 through
1300 December 14. was, in pan, as follows:
Ceiling 200 feet overcast, visibility 2 miles, light rain, fog; wind
360" at 9 knots; occasional ceiling 800 feet overcast, visibility
5 miles, light rain, fog. 1900 Ceiling 800 i'eet overcast, wind 030"
'Â¡ method of upper air observation consisting of an evaluation of the wind speed and direction.
Icmpcraturc. pressure. and rclativc humidity aloft by mean?, of a Mloon-home radiosonde (Tiickcd by a radar or
radio direction finder.

at 10 knots: occasional 800 feet scattered, ceiling 2,000 feet
overcast; chance visibility 4 miles light rain, fog.
At 1858, the RDU forecast office issued an amended forecast
reflecting the expected continuance of lower weather conditions at the airport.
1.8

Aids to Navigation

Runway 5L is served by an ILS with distance measuring equipment
(DME). BARRT, the outer compass locator, and the middle marker are 5.0 and
0.6 miles, respectively, from the runway threshold. The lighting system consisted of
high intensity runway lights, runway centerline lights, a medium approach lighting
system with runway end identifiers, touchdown zone lighting, a precision approach
path indicator on the left side of the runway (set at 3"). and a runway visual range.
The ILS was flight checked on December 14, 1994, and all
components were operating within prescribed tolerances.
1.9

Communications

There were no reported communications difficulties or outages
reported at RDU at the time of the accident.
1.10

Aerodrome Information

RDU is located 9 miles northwest of Raleigh at an elevation of
436 feet. The runway configuration includes two parallel runways (5423R and
5R/23L), 'with offset thresholds, and a perpendicular, but not intersecting,
mn-vay (14/32) at midfield. Runway 51- is 10,000 feet long and 150 feet wide, but
the usable length beyond the glideslope/runway intercept point was 9,000 feet.
There is an upslope from the threshold elevation of 368 feet to 409 feet at the
departure end. The surface was grooved.
RDU is required to maintain CFR Index C facilities.:' However, the
airport n~ahtainsCFR Index D equipment capability. There was an airport
ItFAA airport rescue and lire lighting (ARFF) Index C is a category for airports in which aircraft
hc.wccn 126 fccl and 1.19 feel in Icngth arc taking off or landing. Index C airports must have at lea.zt two vehicles:
One vehicle that carries extinguishing a p t s . and one to two vchiclcs that carry an amount of water and a

Emergency Plan which met the requirements of 14 CFR 139.55, and was last
approved by the FAA on July 14. 1994. The last disaster drill was conducted by
RDU on August 4, 1994, as a tabletop exercise (a communication and coordination
exercise without the use of physical resources) for an off-airport disaster. A
full-scale triennial disaster exercise was conducted on April 3. 1993.
1.11

Flight Recorders

1.11.1

Flight Data Recorder

The aircraft was equipped with a Loral Fairchild Model F800 digital
flight data recorder (FDR), Part No. 17M703-274 (S/N5379)." The FDR records
pressure altitude, magnetic heading, indicated airspeed, vertical acceleration, and
VHF [very high frequency] radio keying data on an elapsed time line for 25 hours
before recording over the oldest data. The recorder was heavily damaged by impact
forces, and the exterior casing had to be cut away to remove the crash-survivable
memory module. This module was slightly damaged on the inside, but the tape was
undamaged. The last 3.5 hours of data were transcribed to a disk file for
processing. Figure 2 depicts the last minute of FDR/CVR data.
1.11.2

Cockpit Voice Recorder

The airplane was equipped with a Fairchild model A-100A CVR,
S/N 59832. The recorder was examined at the Safety Board's audio laboratory, and
a transcript was made of the entire 31-minute recording. The exterior casing
received significant compression of the aft end, and it was necessary to cut the
casing to access the recorder. The recorder module did not sustain any impact or
heat damage. The recording was of good quality. Timing was established by
reference to an air traffic control transmission. The recording began at 1803:45, as
the crew was preparing for departure, and ended with impact at 1834:26.6.

commensurate quantity of aqueous film-forming foam (AFFF) so that the total quantity of water for foam
production carried by the vehicles is at least 3.000 gallons. Index D is a category for airports used by aircraft up to
200 feet in length. They must have at least three vehicles that cany an amount of water and a commensurate
quantity of AFF!: that will produce 4.000 gallons.
^An 11-paiameter FDR was required on all commuter-category aircraft equipped with 10 to 19
passenger scats that were U. S. registered after October 1 1 , 1991. N918AE was registered on January 11. 1991,
and no FDR was required.
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Figure 2.--FDR data.

1.11.2.1

CVR Sound Spectrum Study

An acoustic spectral study of the cockpit area miclophone (CAM)
channel of the CVR was conducted to ascertain acoustic information that might
relate to the operation of the engines and propellers. No informsition was derived
from acoustic energy generated by the engines, so all data examhation was related
to the blade passing frequencies (BPF)of the propellers. The spectral study did not
produce any traces consistent with the BPF of a propeller that was slowing during
an engine shutdown. Further, after the propeller speeds were increased to
100 percent for landing (about 1833:28.7, or about 1 minute before impact), there
were two close but distinct frequency traces, consistent with the BPFs calculated for
propeller speeds at 100 percent. The study showed that the RPMs of the propellers
were approximately 99 percent, and did not differ by more than 1 percent, except
for a brief period starting approximately 9 seconds prior to impact. One BPF then
decreased slightly for about 4 seconds, producing a maximum difference of about 5
percent (94 percent for one and 99 percent for the other). The lower BPF
subsequently increased so that both BPFs were approximately 99 percent for the
final 5 seconds before impact.
1.12

Wreckage and Impact Information

1.12.1

General

The aircraft struck a stand of trees and broke into numerous pieces as it
continued in a slight right bank, and shallow descent through the trees, on a general
heading of 270Âtrue. There was no indication of in-flight fire or separation of parts
prior to tree impact. The first tree that was struck was broken 59 feet above the
ground, approximately 290 feet from the main wreckage. The elevation in the area
was 315 feet mean sea level (msl). The airplane was destroyed by the impact forces
and the subsequent fire.
The first significant piece of wreckage, the right wing tip, was found
about 28 feet past the initial tree strike. The fuselage separated into three main
sections. The first section, from the cockpit to the wing leading edge, sustained
heavy fire damage, which consumed most of the structure from the cockpit windows
to the front wing spar. This fire zone, the first evidence of fire-damaged structure,
was located approximately 230 feet past the initial tree strike. The second fuselage
section, from aft of the overwing emergency exits to forward of the empennage, was
in the main wreckage area, approximately 290 feet past the first tree strike. This

section was not fire damaged. The third section of the fuselage, from the aft
pressure bulkhead to the empennage, was in the same general area. There was light
fire damage on the lower right fuselage skin and on the lower portion of the aft
pressure bulkhead. The last significant piece of wieckage, a section of inboard
elevator, was found 338 feet from the initial tree strike. Other small engine parts
were found approximately 27 feet farther along the wreckage path.
Both the left and right wings and associated control surfaces separated
into numerous parts. The front, main, and rear spars showed aft bending. All
fracture surfaces on the wing spars were the result of overload. A layout of both
wings indicated that all pieces were recovered.
1.12.2

Engines

The engines and propellers were examined in the field at the crash site,
and in a hangar at the airport. Subsequently, the engines, propellers, fuel controls,
and propeller governors were examined in detail upon disassembly at the
manufacturers' facilities. The teardowns were conducted under the supervision of
the Safety Board. These examinations revealed that the damage inside the engines,
the witness marks on the propellers, and the characteristic bending of the propeller
blades indicated rotation and power, and the damage was similar in character and
extent, when comparing left and right components. Additionally, the examinations
did not reveal any failures or preexisting conditions that would have prevented
operation of either engine.
The left engine was found with the wing in the main fuselage section.
The engine mounts had failed, but most wires, fluid lines and mechanical
connections were intact. The left propeller separated at the flange, and was found
approximately 22 feet northeast of the engine. The first stage compressor impeller
had leading edge damage on 5 of the 17 blades, and a 0.070-inch-thick piece of
sheet metal was wedged between the impeller and the shroud. The damaged blades
were bent opposite to rotation of the engine, and the first stage compressor shroud
had circumferential rub marks through 360'. The third stage turbine rotor was in
operable condition. Finely chopped blackened bark, wood chips, and organic
material had collected inside the turbine assembly.
The right engine separated from the right wing at the engine mounts
and was found about 10 feet south of the cockpit. The right propeller separated at
the flange and was located approximately 56 feet east of the engine. The first stage

compressor impeller blade tips were partially melted and bent opposite to engine
rotation. The compressor shroud had circumferential galling through 360". The
third stage turbine wheel was heat damaged, but there was no impact damage.
There was blackened organic material in the turbine assembly.
All four propeller blades on both engines were recovered in the impact
area.

1.12.3

Systems Examination

The ground fire damage in the cockpit area prevented the determination
of meaningful data from any gauges, switches, communication/navigation radio:
and instruments.
Flight control cables were traced from the respective control surfaces
into the cockpit area. There were no signs of preimpact failure of any push-pull
tubes, bellcranks, or pulleys. The elevator and rudder cables were intact from the
cockpit area to the respective final drive. Control cables to the ailerons, elevator
trim, and rudder trim failed in tensile overload tests in the area of the main wing spar
cany-through. The rudder trim tab position was found at approximately 80 percent
of the available nose right input.
The flap selector switch in the cockpit was severely burned, but
internal examination at the manufacturer's facility revealed that the switch contacts
had melted and fused at the 20' flap position.
All three landing gear were found in the extended position.
The stick pusher was found in the fully extended position.
1.13

Medical and Pathological Information

Toxicological s;:cimens were taken from the bodies of the flightcrew
and tested at the FAA Civil Aeromedical Institute (CAMI) in Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma. The captain's results indicated 0.519 ugh1 (uglg) chlorpheniramine13 in

^~hlor~henirarnincis an aniihistamine, not approved for flying, contained in many over-lhecounter medicines. It tins (he potenlial effect of reducing alertness, slowing reaction. ;md altering perception.

the liver, and the same chemical was found in muscle fluid. The first officer's tests
did not reveal any evidence of drugs.
The AMR Eagle Flight Manual contained guidance on the use of
medicine, in pan, as fcllows:
89. Use of medication
A. FAR 91.17 prohibits acting or attempting to act as a
crewmember of a civil aircraft "While using any drug that affects
the person's faculties in any way contrary to safety
Crewmembers who are unsure of the side effects of a particular
prescription or non-prescription drug are advised to consult their
FAA Aeromedical Exanther, or the AA Corporate Medical
Director

...."

....

B. The following medications are currently approved by the AA
medical department:
1) Pain medications: Aspirin, Tylenol, Bufferin, Anacin, Advil,
Motrin, and Nuprin....

4)Decongestants: Sudafed (without antihistamines), Aft-in Nasal
Spray, and Neo-Synephrine.
5) Throat Lozenges: Chlonsseptic (plain), Cepacol (plain), Sucrets
(plain).

....

6) Cough Syrup: Robitussin (plain)
1.14

Fire

There was an intense ground fire in the area of the forward fuselage
and wing center section. There was no evidence of preimpact fire.

Survival Aspects
Both flightcrew members and 13 passengers received fatal injuries
from blunt force trauma, and 11 of them sustained therma! injuries from the

postcrash fire. Four of the five survivors were ejected from the aircraft during
impact and breakup of the cabin, and sustained blunt force traumatic injuries. The
fifth survivor crawled out of the wreckage to a safe distance from the fire. He
sustained serious injuries. The main entry door was separated from the fuselage
with the forward hinge attached. The locking pins and the operating handle were
found in the locked position. The overwing emergency exits, located between rows
3 and 4 on each side of the cabin, were in place with the interior trim still attached.
The first Apex Rescue Squad units were dispatched at 1847. They
responded with one ambulance and one crash truck and arrived at 1853 at Old
Maynard Road about 1 mile from the crash site. The paramedics proceeded on foot
to the crash site with extreme difficulty due to the lack of direct access, adverse
weather, and terrain. T h e Wake County Incident Command Plan was implemented
with the rescue squad assuming on-scene command responsibility to locate
survivors, perform triage, and treat and transport the victims to the medical
treatment area on Old Maynard Road. Seven survivors were found, treated, and
removed from the crash site with the aid of fmfighters and 4-wheel drive vehicles.
They were then taken to hospitals by ambulances, four to Duke Medical Center and
three to Wake Medical Center. Two of the three survivors taken to Wake Medical
Center died shortly after arrival.
1.16

Tests and Research

1.16.1

Flight Tests at Jetstream Aircraft

The Safety Board requested that Jetstream Aircraft, Ltd., conduct
certain flight tests to produce data to aid in the investigation. The tests examined
the 1) engine dynamic responses that would produce an ignition light; 2) the power
settings, configurations, and flight controls required to produce the accident flight
profile; 3) the single engine go-around capabilities using abnormal procedures; and
4) the effects of sideslip on stall warning speed.
Flight tests were conducted at the Jetstream Aircraft, Ltd., facilities,
Prestwick, Scotland, from March 21 through 24, 1995. The configuration of test
aircraft, S/N 983, was consistent with the accident aircraft, except that no baggage
pod was installed. Jetstream reported that the pod would not have significantly
affected the results of the tests. Test instrumentation was installed to record
airspeed, altitude, normal acceleration, engine torques, propeller RPMs, sideslip
angle, stall warning system operations, and pitch, roll, arid heading angles. In

addition, a video camera, with audio and digital clock, was installed in the cockpit
to monitor the instrument panel.
It was found that flight idle toque was needed on both engines of the
test aircraft to match the accident f'.ght profile up to the time that propeller RPMs
were increased from 97 percent to 100 percent (about 1 minute before impact).
According to the CVR, just after propeller speedup on the accident flight, the
captain said "why's that ignition light on? we just had a flameout?" Advancing the
speed levers simultaneously increases propeller RPM and reduces engine torque. If
engine toques are abnormally low, then increasing propeller RPM can cause engine
torque to momentarily fall below 0 percent, which causes the Negative Torque
Sensing (NTS)to activate.
Negative torque is a condition in which air loads on the propeller drive
the engine. To reduce windmilling propeller drag after an engine flameout, the NTS
causes a rhythmic cycling of propeller blade angle toward feather. The engine
ignition system has an auto-relight feature that activates the engine igniters
following a negative torque condition. If the engine was operating normally prior to
a transient negative torque, then its performance is basically unchanged by
activating the ignition system. Ignition is usually maintained for roughly 20 seconds
after negative torque was last sensed. Flagship pilots interviewed during the
investigation stated that they had not seen the ignition lights illuminated in line
operation. One pilot had observed the ignition light on a different model Jetstream
prior to coming to Flagship.
Therefore, to assess the conditions that could produce an ignition light,
the fuel flows on the test airplane were adjusted to produce lower than normal flight
idle torque values. This resulted in 6 percent and 7 percent on the left and right
engines, respectively, at 100percent RPM and 130 knots. The 1 percent torque
split was within the 2 percent allowable limit. The flight test pilots stated that they
occasionally observed the left ignition light come on during flight idle descents,
following quick movement of the propeller speed levers from 97 percent to 100
percent. Examination of the recorded torque values revealed that the negative
toque condition that triggered the light was transient. Further, in one case in which
the ignition lights were observed, torque values had been further lowered by setting
cabin bleed air to the maximum setting (lo), and engine anti-ice was on. The
accident flight had engine anti-ice on, but the cabin bleed setting could not be
determined from the wreckage.

The J-3201 demonstrated satisfactory single engine go-around
performance during airplane certification using the approved configuration (engineout propeller feathered, flaps lo0, gear up). However, the accident flight's
performance indicates that the go-around attempt was not in accordance with
approved procedures. The evidence suggests that the landing gear remained down
and the flaps remained at 20' rather than being raised to 10'. The CVR sound
spectrum analysis showed that the propellers on both engines maintained
approximately 100 percent RPM from about 1 minute before impact until impact,
which indicates that neither engine flamed out during the accident sequence. The
airplane also experienced a sharp left heading change and did not climb, even
though the captain had called for maximum power. Therefore, in the postaccident
flight simulations, the go-around was attempted with maximum power on the right
engine, flight idle on the left engine, flaps at 20". and landing gear down. The goarounds were performed by both J-3201-rated pilots on the investigation's Airplane
Performance Group, as well as the Jetstream test pilot.

In the abnormal go-around configuration at the weight, altitude, and
temperature conditions tested, the airplane could maintain 120 KIAS, barely hold
altitude and maintain heading, but it was not possible to climb. When airspeed
slowed to 110 KIAS, full right rudder was required to maintain constant heading.
Further decrease in airspeed to stick shaker activation (approximately 101 KIAS)
produced a left turn rate, but the airplane was still controllable. (It was also noted
that pilot workload during a single engine go-around was not excessive, using
correct procedures, but that the workload was substantially increased when the
abnormal go-around procedure was used.)
The tests demonstrated that the minimum directional control speed for
the assumed conditions of the accident airplane was approximately 110 KIAS, 17
knots higher than the VMCAspeed published in the airplane flight manual. VMCAis
the minimum speed at which the airplane can be controlled in the air under a
specific set of conditions. The minimum control speed was higher in the test flight
because the left engine was producing negative thrust at 6 percent torque while
12 percent torque is equivalent to "zero thrust" for the test conditions.
The normal 1 G stick shaker aid stick pusher airspeeds, at an aircraft
weight of 15,500 pounds, flaps 20". are 101 KIAS and 92 KIAS, respectively. The
airplane performance study indicated that the stall warning on the accident airplane
activated approximately 8 KIAS higher than the certification values. However, the
certification speeds are not directly comparable to the accident flight because of

different deceleration rates, engini: thrusts, a possible sideslip condition, and other
factors. Several flight tests were conducted to investigate the effect of sideslip angle
on the stall warning activation speed. Steady heading sideslips to the left and right
were performed at airspeeds between 108 and 117 KIAS. The stall warning
activated on one occasion when the speed dropped to 106 KIAS. The test pilot
thought that this activation might have been due to atmospheric turbulence. There
were no discrepancies noted in either the left or right airspeed indicators during
these tests.
1.16.2

Wake Vortex Study

A study was conducted by the Safety Board to determine if the wake
vortex from the preceding B-727 could have affected the performance of flight
3379. The study used three separate winds: two from weather data; and one
derived. In addition, standard vortex descent characteristics and radar position data
for the B-727 defined the movement of the B-727's wake vortices. The radar data
were recovered from the Automated Radar Terminal System (ARTS) at RDU; two
of the winds were based on rawinsonde data from the GSO NWS office. The 0000
Coordinated Universal time (UTC) sounding was, in part, as follows:
Altitude (AGL)
@&

Wind Direction and Speed
lKn0t.Q

A third wind, 068Oat 25 knots, was also used. It was derived from the

airplane performance study by reconciling the FDR-derived and the ARTS-derived
ground tracks. In each case, the wind was assumed to be constant, and the wake
vortex descent rate was assumed to be 300 feet per minute (fpm).14
The first wind (048'116 knots) was almost a direct headwind, and the
ground track of flight 3379 was not in the vicinity of the vortex at any point near the
time of the upset. In the case of the second wind (075O117 knots), the ground track
of flight 3379 intersected the ground track of the vortex at 1834:13. However, the
'Â¥Â¥S
"Vortex Wake Characteristics of B-757-200and B-767-20CAircraft Using the Tower FlyBy Technique," by Leo Garodz and Kirk Clawson, National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
Technical Memorandum ERL ARL-199, which also includes B-727 test results oil vortex descent rate.

altitude of the flight was 643 feet above the vortex at the intersecting point. By the
time the airplane had descended to the vortex altitude, the airplane and the vortex
were separated horizontally by 1.300 feet. For the third wind (068' at 25 knots), the
ground track of flight 3379 intersected the ground track of the vortex at 1834:14.
However, the altitude of the airplane was 674 feet above the vortex at the
intersection point. By 1834:21, the airplane had descended to the same altitude as
the wake vortex (from 1,694 to 1,020 feet msl), and the flight and the vortex were
separated horizontally by 1,200 feet.

1.17

Organizational and Management Information

1.17.1

AMR Eagle

AMR Eagle, a subsidiary of AMR Corporation, is headquartered at
Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport (DFW). It operates four separate regional
airlines, with each entity holding a separate FAA operating certificate. The four
carriers include Wings West Airlines, Inc., headquartered in San 'ais Obispo,
California; Simmons Airlines. Inc., headquartered in Dallas, Texas; Executive
Airlines, Inc., headquartered in San Juan, Puerto Rico; and Flagship Airlines, Inc.,
headquartered in Nashville, Tennessee. All four carriers operated similar aircraft
and adhered to the same basic operating standards and procedures prescribed by
AMR Eagle. AMR Eagle performed the following functions for all four carriers:
Pilot recruitment and hiring
Pilot training and checking
Crew planning and aircraft acquisition
Airline planning and marketing

In addition to these functions, AMR Eagle performed a coordinating
function in route planning, developing operating procedures and related manuals,
and allocating aircraft among the individual carriers. AMR Eagle provided a
collocated dispatch center and training facilities, but the facilities were staffed with
the employees of the individual airlines. Right operations, in-flight services, and
pilot recordkeeping were the responsibility of the individual carriers. A M R Eagle
conducted periodic meetings of all four carriers involving senior operations staff and
other invited parties (FAA, training center management, and vendors) to discuss
safety, regulatory, and policy issues.

1.17.2

Flagship Airlines

Flagship Airlines was formed on June 1, 1991, by the merger of
Nashville Eagle (created from AMR Eagle subsidiaries Air Midwest and Air
'Jiinia in December 1987) and Command Airways. Flagship operated routes in
the eastern half of the United States and the Bahamas from hubs in RDU. BNA,
New York City (JFK),and Miami, Florida. The RDU base, with approximately
294 pilots, was closed on December 28, 1994, in accordance with plans that were
announced before the accident. At the time of the accident, Flagship was operating
135 aircraft, including 48 J-3201s. 53 Saab 340s, 20 Shorts SD3-60s. and
14 ATR-42s. The company had 3,900 employees, including 1,130 pilots and
400 flight attendants. Following the RDU base closure, the company reduced the
aircraft fleet to 122, and the pilot force to 1,083.
The senior management of Flagship's flight operations includes a
President, who reports to the President of AMR Eagle, a Vice President of
Operations, a Director of Right Operations, a Director of Flight Administration, a
Manager of Flight Standards and Training, and Base Managers at each of the hubs.
The Vice President of Operations and the Director of Flight Operations both
consider Flagship to be a separate airline operating under its own FAA-approved
operations specifications.
Flagship maintains pilot records containing data on qualifications,
currency, dates of previous flight and proficiency checks, training and medical
certificates. There is no requirement for captains to complete reports on
probationary first officers, but evaluation forms arc available. No evaluations were
found for the captain, but the first officer had received two outstanding evaluations
from Miami-based captains. The Vice President of Operations remembered meeting
the captain and discussing scheduling with him, he did not know the first officer.
He reviewed the captain's records following the accident and did not notice anything
Tificant. The Director of Flight Operations was not familiar with either
iwmember, and did not review their records after the accident.

1.17.3

AMR Eagle Training Center

Prior to the formation of the training center, Ragship Airlines had its
own training department. It leased simulator time from several facilities, including
Flight Safety International (FSI), and AMR Eagle, while conducting its own
"in-house" ground and flight training. After the transfer of training to the AMR

Eagle Training Center in September 1993, the Flagship training department was
dismantled. A manager of flight standards ensured that training and training records
provided by the center met the needs of Flagship.
The AMR Eagle Training Center, located at DFW,was dedicated in
August 1991. It served as a flight simulator dry lease facility for the four American
Eagle carriers until September 1993. At that time. instructors from individual
carriers were transferred to the center, and it became a separate entity. The
management structure consists of a program manager, and a manager of training and
standards for each airplane type flown by AMR Eagle. Although the program
manager reports to the center managing director, he is a Flagship employee.
Similarly, each of the managers of training and standards, and all the check ainnen
and instructors are employees of one of the four AMR Eagle carriers.
The J-3201 manager of training and standards was a Wings West
employee. His staff included three ground school and eleven flight instructors in the
J-3201program, all paid by their respective airlines. AMR Eagle had one simulator
at the facility and used simulators at the Reflectone Training Center, Sterling,
Virginia, and FSI, St. Louis, Missouri, as necessary.
Each carrier contracts with the training center for both ground and
flight training. When students enter training they are given start and projected
completion dates. Student progress is tracked by daily reports to the carrier,
including failures, illness, and mechanical breakdowns. Unsatisfactory performance
during checking is logged and kept on file at the training center for review by the
FAA. This information can be used by the FAA to spot trends in training. The
official training record is made from the daily reports, and is sent to the individual
carrier at the end of training. The training center retains a copy of the records for
1 year, and then archives them on microfilm. Instructor comments on individual
students are destroyed upon satisfactory completion of training. Any issues between
the training center and the carrier are resolved between the involved manager of
training and standards and the respective director of operations.
1.17.4

FAA Surveillance

FAA surveillance of operations, airworthiness, and avionics at Flagship
Airlines was the primary responsibility of principal inspectors assigned to the Flight
Standards District Office (FSDO) at BNA. The principal operations inspector (POI)
and the Assistant POI estimated that 90 percent of their duties were related to

surveillance of Flagship. FAA Program Tracking and Reporting System (PTRS)
records indicate that between January 1, 1993, and December 18, 1994, the FAA
performed 703 inspections of Flagship (440 operations, 186 airworthiness, and 77
avionics). The FAA had not conducted a National Aviation Safety Inspection
Program (NASIP) of Flagship; however, a NASIP was performed on Nashville
Eagle (one of the Flagship predecessors) from August 1 through 12, 1988. No
Class I findings (those involving required regulation enforcement) were made.
Additionally, a December 1994 NASIP of Simmons Airlines included inspection of
the AMR Eagle Training Center. Although there were no findings at the center, the
J-3201 program was not included in the inspection because Simmons did not
operate the J-3201.
At tr" time of the accident, FAA oversight of the other three AMR
Eagle carriers was accomplished by principal inspectors assigned to FSDOs at the
respective main operating bases: Simmons at DFW,Wings West at San Jose, and
Executive at San Juan. Organizational structure of the FAA surveillance reflected
the efforts of AMR Eagle to standardize operations of all four carriers. Changes to
the operations, procedures. and handbooks were coordinated through a central point
in the DFW Certificate Management Office (CMO), known as the Focal Point
Coordinator (FPC). The FPC had no authority over the various principal inspectors,
individual carriers, or AMR Eagle. He served as the liaison between the four POIs
and between the ^OIs and AMR Eagle. Any changes proposed by a carrier or
AMR Eagle were sent to the FPC, who would forward the proposal to the other
POIs for approval. Once all four POIs approved, the FPC would send the responses
to AMR Eagle for distribution to the individual carriers. If the POIs did not agree,
the reasons for the disagreement would be sent to the other POIs by the FPC, and
the process would repeat until there was agreement, or the revision was dropped.
Regardless of the involvement of the FPC in facilitating the process of
standardization among the carriers, the responsibility for oversight of any
implemented changes remained with the assigned POIs.
Oversight of the AMR Eagle Training Center was accomplished by a
program manager at the CMO. He was assisted by four partial program managers,
one for each airplane type in the AMR Eagle fleet. He was responsible for
oversight of pilot training, testing and checking; training recordkeeping; training
devices; and training curriculum. Any questions about training from the individual
carrier's POI were answered directly by the appropriate FAA specialist at the
training center.

1.17.5

Recordkeeping Anomalies

During the course of the investigation, the Safety Board encountered
several discrepancies in the records/information provided bv AMR EaglePlagship
Airlines. An entry in the Flagship Airlines "Aircraft Out of service" report indicated
that N918AE was removed from service at Nashville on the day of the accident.
The entry indicated that the left engine would not start. Subsequent review revealed
that N919AE had the problem, and the records were corrected approximately
40 minutes after company personnel made the initial error. The rnixup in aircraft
identification was further confirmed by review of the respective aircraft maintenance
logs. Similarly, the two writeups in the maintenance log of N918AE regarding the
right propeller fluctuation on December 9 indicated that the discrepancies were
recorded at Miami (MIA); however, the corrective action was accomplished at
BNA. The mechanic involved in this entry stated that both the discrepancies and
the corrective actions occurred at BNA, He had incorrectly entered MIA from habit
because he had recently transferred from MIA to BNA. A check of his company
records confirmed the transfer.
At the time of the accident, the Safety Board requested all company
records, both AMR Eagle and Flagship Airlines, for the accident crew. During
discussions at the Technical Review Meeting.15 on April 26, 1995, AMR Eagle
personnel reported that there was a "recruitment file" and a medical file on each
crew member. The airline coordinator for the accident investigation stated that he
was not previously aware of the existence of these files, but he did make available
excerpts from the "recruitment file" at the meeting. To ensure that all records were
made available, as previously requested, the Safety Board subpoenaed both files for
each flightcrew member. In response to the subpoena, AMR Eagle provided what
appeared to be complete recruitment files on both crewmembers. They also
provided the captain's medical records, but they were not able to locate all of the
first officer's medical records.
Finally, the left engine, S/N P66134, was removed from N918AE on
~t'~vember
18, 1994, to return this engine, on the proper airframe, to the lessor. A
zero-time since overhaul engine. S/N P66241, was installed on N918AE on
November 22, 1994. This change of engines occurred during the HMBV, and was
noted in the engine service records of both engines. It was also recorded in Flagship
"A formal meeting of t i 1 parties to the investigation to conclude the fact-finding phase of the
investigation and to establish the completeness of (he record.

maintenance records on nonroutine work card number 471801. However, there was
no entry in the aircraft maintenance log documenting the change, and the Flagship
engine removal summary report, dated December 16, 1994, did not document the
exchange. Flagship advised that this documentation was in process when the
aircraft maintenance records were impounded at the time of the accident.

1.17.6

Maintenance Anomalies

During a review of the Flagship Maintenance Manual for the JS-3200,
an error was found in the angle listed in the procedure for adjusting the propeller
flight idle blade angle setting. Page 204 of the manual indicated that the proper
angle is 15', plus or minus 0.1'. This error was repeated in the work cards for
propeller removal and installation, which were derived from the maintenance
manual. The work card that was executtd in die installation of the right propeller of
N918AE on December 8, 1994, contained the improper blade angle reference. The
last revision of the installation cards was dated March 8, 1993. According to
Jetstream Aircraft Customer Support, the discrepancy in the manual was discovered
in late 1994, and a revision was issued on January 18, 1995. The correct value, 15'
45' plus or minus 6' (0.1'). was found on page 202A of the revised manual. This
discrepancy probably resulted in the entire Flagship fleet of J-3201's having the
propeller blade angles misset. Jetstream advised that the 45' error would not have
affected the conditions under which the negative torque system (NTS) would have
activated the automatic ignition light, since the engines would still be in the
propeller governing mode, and the blades would not have decreased their pitch to
the incorrectly set flight idle setting. The propellers would not flatten to the flight
idle setting until the aircraft speed slowed during the flare and touchdown sequence.
F!.agship corrected these discrepancies in the documents on March 15, 1995.
During the field phase of the investigation, a pair of safety wire pliers
was found in the wreckage. The nature of the pliers usage suggested that the tool
was left by a mechanic who had been working on the aircraft. Initials inscribed on
the pliers did not match any Flagship mechanics, but they were traced to a mechanic
at Eagle Aviation Services, Inc., (EASI) the Little Rock, Arkansas, subsidiary of
AMR Eagle that performed the HMBV on N918AE. He had been looking for his
pliers and identified them by the initials. A review of the work cards from the
KMBV indicated that this mechanic worked on the inside of the aircraft on seats
2A, 4B,5A and C, and 6B. Outside the aircraft he worked on the right fuselage ice
shield, tile flap actuator jack, and the main hydraulic filter housing. The latter
repair, accomplished on November 17, 1954, was the only one that required safety

wire. The filter housing is located under Panel 21, situated near the forward right
side of the baggage pod, near cables for the right engine power lever, speed lever,
and stop and feather lever. Standard maintenance practice includes a tool check of
the area by both the mechanic and his supervisor before an aircraft panel can be
closed at the completion of work. EASI did not have a published tool control
program at the time of the HMBV; however, toolbox inspections began on February
18, 1995. An EASI maintenance manager advised that they were ii: the process of
finalizing a tool control program, By contrast, Flagship had a computer tracking
system that identified the location of all company-owned tools. Tools issued at
various facilities were tracked by a hand receipt, and all tools that were not returned
at the end of each work shift required that a supervisor determine the disposition
and location.

1.18

Additional Information

1.18.1

Company Procedures

The AMR Eagle Jetstrearn 3201 Operating Manual contains the
following emergency/abnormal procedures:

ENGINE FAILURE OR INFLIGHT SHUTDOWN
WARNING
Confirm failed engine via engine indications prior to retarding
*
power lever.
POWER LEVER
FEATHER LEVER
LP COCKS indicators (affected side)
If LP Cocks do not indicate shut
LP COCKS SWITCH

FLIGHT IDLE
TURNPULL
SHUT
SHUT

SINGLE ENGINE MISSED APPROACH
CAUTION
Do not attempt a single engine go-around below 200" AGL

SET
lo0
UP

MAX POWER

FLAPS
GEAR
PS (at 500' AFL minimum and V s s L-UE
AS REQ
FLOW selector
AS REQ
OIL COOLER FLAPS
AS REQ
ENG/ELEV & PROP HEAT
SETICHECKED
PRESSURIZATION
The JS-3201 Operating Manual also contains text which amplifies the
checklists. The section describing Liftoff and Initial Climb following an engine
failure contains guidance to confinn which engine failed and specifically assigns the
responsibility for the nonflying pilot to, "...verify the failed engine by scanning the
engine instruments, and if confirmed, will state (L/R) ENGINE HAS FAILED,
POSITIVE NTS or if NTS did not occur, will state (L/R) ENGINE HAS FAILED,
NEGATIVE NTS." This is followed by the following:

WARNING
To prevent loss of control in the event of an engine failure with a
negative NTS, the PF [pilot flying] must immediately call for the
affected engine's shutdown and feathering by stating:
(L/R)POWER LEVER FLIGHT IDLE, and

(L/R)FEATHER LEVER TURN AND PULL
The PF will then call for the ENGINE FAILURE CHECKLIST
This section also contains guidance on single engine ELS approach
procedures, including standard calls, stabilized approach criteria, prohibition against
use of flaps 35'. and a statement that the minimum airspeed is 130 knots until the
aircraft is in the fmal landing configuration.
The missed approach discussion specifies that if it is not initiated by
200 feet AFL. the aircraft is normally committed to land. The profile detail for a
balked landing from a single-engine approach states the following:
Upon reaching the decision to execute a missed approach or balked
landing, the Pilot Flying will:

Advance the power levers to within 15 percent of the max
power torque setting, and rotate to approximately 8 O to 10"
nose-up pitch attitude.
Call SET MAX POWER.FLAPS 10".
The Pilot Not Flying will L..
power as necessary and retract
flaps to 10".
When a positive rate of climb is attained, the Pilot Flying will
imn~~diately
call POSITIVE RATE,GEAR UP.
The landing configuration stall recovery procedure specifies:
Start recovery at earliest indication
Advance power levers and call for max power, flaps 10"
If stall entry was accomplished in a turn, smoothly roll wings
level
Recover with minimum loss of altitude
Climb back to original altitude, at a minimum of V;
When a positive rate of climb is achieved, retract the gear
Accelerate to climb speed
At 130 KIAS select flaps up
Level off at original altitude and accelerate to 170 KIAS
The AMR Eagle Jetstream 3201 Operating Manual contains the
following normal approach procedures:
Recommended airspeed prior to glideslope intercept is 150
KIAS unless ATC requirements dictate otherwise..

..

Flaps 10' should be selected prior to glide slope intercept....
The gear should be extended and flaps selected to 20Â at
approximately 1 dot below glide slope intercept. At glide slope
intercept, flaps are selected to 35O, and the Before Landing
Checklist accomplished.
The minimum speed during the approach is VW

+ 10 Kts

VREF
+ 10 at 20Â flaps was 130KIAS; at 3S0flaps it was 126 KIAS.
1.18.2

Stall Protection

Stall protection in the J-3201includes two stall warning systems and an
automatic stall recovery (stick pusher) system. The stall warning is triggered by a
vane in the leading edge of each wing. When the wing reaches the stall warning
angle, the vane makes contact to send an elecirical signal to a Signal Summing Unit
(SSU). The SSU operates the stick shaker and a stall warning horn. If the wing
angle of attack (AOA) increases to the stall identification angle, a red caption light
on the glareshield also illuminates. The stick pusher is activated when both wings
are above the stall identification AOA. The stick pusher is hydraulically operated to
move the elevator to the 8' trailing-edge-down (nosedown) position, and
deactivated by spring tension when the wing AOA falls below the stall identification
angle. It is also canceled if either red caption light is pressed by the pilot, or the
control input results in less than 0.5 G. A pull force of 80 pounds on the control
column will override the nose-down pressure of the stick pusher.
1.18.3

Powerplant Operation

Engine power is managed by use of the power levers and the propeller
speed levers. Power is controlled in two modes, propeller governing mode (flight
idle to full power) and beta mode (below flight idle to full reverse). Operation in the
propeller governing mode is for use in flight, while the beta mode is used for ground
operation only, and is prohibited in flight. The position of the power lever
determines whether the engine RPM is controlled by the propeller governor
changing the propeller blade pitch, or by the underspeed governor metering fuel
flow through the fuel control unit. The propeller speed levers vary the engine RPM
between 97 percent and 100 percent, in the propeller governing mode, and between
72 percent and 97 percent in the beta mode.
1.18.4

Negative Torque System (NTS)

Negative torque is a condition in which the propeller drives the engine.
The NTS reduces windmilling propeller drag, following an engine flameout, by
increasing the propeller blade angle toward feather. As negative torque values
exceed preloaded values in the torque load arm assemblies, the NTS valve closes,
and oil pressure opens the feathering valve which dumps pressure in the propeller
dome, and the blades move toward feather. This increase in propeller blade angle

provides a momentary reduction in negative torque by decreasing engine RPM. The
RPM drop is sensed by the propeller governor which ports metered oil pressure to
the propeller dome and allows the propeller to move back toward low pitch. The
lower blade angle results in a momentary increase in engine RPM and a return to the
negative torque. This reactivates the NTS, and the cycle repeats in a fluctuating
engine RPM condition. The minimum allowable RPM for a windmilling propeller
on NTS is 30 percent RPM, when the pilot must manually feather the propeller.
Activation of the NTS creates a distinctive aural and physical sensation which is
readily detectable by the pilot. It automatically triggers the engine igniters to correct
a possible flameout condition.
1.18.5

Ignition System

The engine ignition system is a high-energy capacitance-discharge type
system with an auto-relight feature. The auto-relight feature, incorporated in the
aircraft ignition control system, activates the engine ignition system following a
negative torque signal from the NTS. Activation of the auto-relight system is
indicated by illumination of an "IGN cockpit annunciator light on the engine
instrument panel, under the engine instruments. Each engine has its own light.
Once the auto-relight system activates the igniters, the system remains on for 20 to
30 seconds after positive torque output is restored. Consequently, the ignition light
is illuminated and the igniters are energized for approximately 20 to 30 seconds,
after the auto-relight feature is activated, regardless of the engine power condition.
1.18.6

Jetstream Notice to Operators J31-72-03

On January 9, 1995, Jetstream Aircraft, Ltd., requested that Jetstream
Aircraft, Inc., issue Notice to Operators J31-72-03 regarding the recognition of
engine failurelflarneout in flight. It was sent to all operators of J-3100 and J-3200
aircraft in North and South America. The text was a? follows:
The following information is provided to assist aircrews in
distinguishing in flight between an engine that is running at low
power and one that has suffered flameout or failure.
Low torque and low EGT are not in themselves an indication of
flameout or failure.

The single unequivocal indication that an engine is running or
successfully re-lighting is RPM. If RPM is above 90 percent, then
the engine is running. The availability of power can be assessed by
advancing the power lever and checking that torque responds
normally.

1.18.7

Flight Profile Advisory System

The AMR Eagle J-3201 aircraft were delivered with a Collins FPA-80
Right Profile Advisory (FPA) system installed at the request of Flagship. The ITA80 was used in lieu of a ground proximity warning system (GPWS), under the
provisions of 14 CFR 135.1 53(b). This regulation states, in part:
Any airplane equipped before April 20, 1992, with an
alternative system that conveys warnings of excessive closure rates
with the terrain and any deviations below glide slope by visual and
audible means may continue to be operated with that system until
April 20, 1996, provided that:
(b)

(1) The system must have been approved by the
administrator,
(2) The system must have a means of alerting the pilot
when a malfunction occurs in the system; and
(3) Procedures must have been established by the
certificate holder to ensure that the performance of the
system can be appropriately monitored.
For the system required by this section, the Airplane
(c)
Flight Manual shall contain:
(1)

Appropriate procedures for:
(I)

The use of the equipment;

(ii) Proper flight crew action with respect to
the equipment; and

(iii) Deactivation for planned abnormal and
emergency conditions

....

The Collins FPA-80 Operating Instructions, issued February 15, 1979,
describe the system, in part, as follows:
The FPA-80 Flight Profile Advisory system is a solid-state aural
advisory and warning system. The FPA-80 is completely automatic
and requires no controls or visual displays. All advisory and
warning information is conveyed to the pilot with a natural sounding
voice over the cockpit audio system

....

One of the main functions of the FPA-80 is to announce radio
altitude and decision height. The FPA-80 informs the pilot when
the aircraft enters the operating range of the radio altimeter system.
At 1,000 feet and continuing to 100 feet, radio altitude is announced
in 100-foot intervals. Decision height is announced.... A second
function of the FPA-80 is to announce messages of a warning or
advisory nature.
Such messages are repeated three times.
Messages are included for glideslope and localizer deviations, trim
failure, altitude and barometric altitude deviations and landing gear.
Correspondence between Collins and the Wichita, Kansas, FAA
Engineering and Manufacturing District Office (EMDO) between November 1979
and May 1980 established that the FPA-80 could be used in lieu of a GPWS if the
following conditions were met:
1.

The FPA-80 must have an "on-off switch in the cockpit.

2.

An "FPA warn" annunciator other than the warning flags in
the radio altimeter and HSI [Horizontal Situation Indicator]
must be provided to indicate system malfunction/failure and
be located so as to be easily discernible during the normal
instrument scan of the pilot(s).

3.

The audio signal of the FPA-80 must be set at some level that
is satisfactory for the specific installation and cannot be
reduced by the pilot@).

4.

The FPA-80 system will not be installed with audible altitude
callouts "strapped out. If "strapping" out of specific altitude
callouts is requested by the customer, approvaUdisapprova1
will be obtained from the FAA district office charged with
the overall inspection of the certificate holder.

5.

In accordance with FAR [Federal Aviation Regulations]
135.153(c), the Airplane Flight Manual for each installation
must include information which is specifically tailored for
that installation.

6.

An STC [Supplemental Type Certificate] is necessary for
installation in each aircraft type. Once STC is accomplished,
the system is acceptable for FAR 135 use.

In July 1980, Collins submitted an PA-80 Interconnect Diagram to the
Wichita EMDO depicting the incorporation of features 1-4 above, and the FPA-80,
as described in the Interconnect Diagram, was approved for substitution as a GPWS
by return letter on July 16, 1980.
There was no documentation found during the investigation that the
PA-80s installed in the Flagship fleet conformed to the provisions of the 1980
coordination between Collins and the FAA Wichita, Kansas, EMDO, allowing
substitution of the PA-80 for a GPWS. There was no record of any exemption or
waiver granted to Flagship to allow substitution of the FA-80, as installed, for a
GPWS. The equipment was installed by Jetstream, during production, in
accordance with Flagship's order. On September 1, 1993, Flagship sent a letter to
the FAA principal avionics inspector (PAI), stating, in part, as follows:

In accordance with FAR 135.153 (b) (I), this letter is to request
FAA acceptance of the [FPA-801 as an alternate to a TSO'd
[GPWS]. The Collins FPA System meets the requirements of
FAR 135.153 (b) (2) & (3), therefore. Flagship requires approval
from your office to continue to operate these aircraft without GPWS
thru April 20, 1996. About 9 months ago I contacted Mr. Phil
Akers, (FAA Washington), and Mr. Akers confirmed that the
Collins FPA System was and (sic) acceptable alternate to GPWS.
Mr. Akers stated that since Flagship had the F'PA system installed

we wouldn't be required to install the GPWS until the April 96
deadline.
The FAA PA1 responded in a letter dated November 15, 1993, in part,
as follows:
Based on information I received from Washington, guidance will be
issued accepting those systems similar to the Collins FPA as
meeting the requirements of 135.153 (b) (2) and (3).

On the basis of this approval. Flagship continued to operate the J-3201
fleet with the Collins FPA-80 system until the accident. However, no guidance has
been issued. The FPA-80 installed in its fleet failed to meet the requirements of the
May 27, 1980 FAA letter as follows:
There was no "on-off" switch in the cockpit.
It was determined that pilots could reduce the volume of the
aural warnings by manipulating the radio control boxes in the
cockpit.

The pilots had the capability to delete the radio altitude
warning, and 100-foot interval callouts, and had deselected
them on this flight.
The Airplane Flight Manual did not include appropriate
information on system operation.
Finally, although there was a warning light indicating system failure,
there was no visual means to convey warnings of excessive closure rate with terrain
or deviations below glideslope.
Flagship has now replaced the FPA-80 in all J-3201 aircraft with
GPWS equipment.

2.
2.1

AN.VLYSIS

General

The flightcrew was properly artifled
in accordance with applicable
Federal Aviation Regulations and company requirements
There was no indication of any preexisting discrepancy or preimpact
mechanical failure of the structure, systems, or flight controls of the airplane that
contributed to the accident. The airplane was certificated in accordance with
appropriate FAA regulations, except for the improper substitution of the FPA-80 for
a GPWS (to be discussed further in Section 2.10). Although the airplane was
maintained in accordance with the FAA-approved maintenance program, the
discrepancy in the maintenance manual, and the work cards for propeller removal
and installation, resulted in both propellers having incorrect flight idle blade angle
settings (also to be discussed).
The air traffic services provided to flight 3379 by the RDU approach
control and tower were routine and performed in accordance with requirements.
All components of the runway 5L ILS were operating properly, based
on the successful landing of the preceding B-727at 1834 and the flight inspection of
all components the following morning. Similarly, the runway and approach lighting
systems were operating properly.
Although the weather at RDU included variable low ceilings and
reduced visibility in light rain and fog, it was well above minimums for the
runway 5L ILS approach. There were several reports of icing by pilots operating in
the RDU area at the time of the accident, but none were at approach pattern altitude.
In addition, the crew discussed the possibility of ice, and had checked for the
presence of any during the descent into the RDU area. The Safety Board concludes
that there were no problems with airframe or engine ice during the approach.
The wake vortex study revealed that flight 3379 never encountered the
wake vortices from either of the two aircraft immediately preceding it.

There was a discussion between the pilots regarding an anomaly in the
left engine, and the captain stated that it had failed. However, the sound spectral
analysis showed that the left engine continued operating. Additionally, examination

of the internal components of the engines revealed damage that was indicative of
similar rotational velocities of the left and right engines. Finally, damage to the
propellers, witness marks, and bkde bending were consistent with rotation at high
power. During the go-aroun'i, airplane performance was consistent with the left
engine operating at flight idle, gear down, and flaps at 20". Data show that the
airplane could not climb in that configuration. Therefore, the Safety Board's
analysis of the accident concentrated on the crew actions, company training and
oversight, and the performance capability of the aircraft as it was operated.
2.2

Crew Actions and Decisions

The captain was the flying pilot on the GSO-RDU leg, and initially
used proper crew resource management techniques in calling for the descent and
approach checklists, discussing icing conditions, using positive skills for transfer of
control of the aircraft, and briefing the approach procedures. He also advised the
first officer that he was going to remain at 3,000 feet rather than descend to
2,100 feet, which he was authorized to do (there was no obvious reason for this
decision, so it was particularly appropriate that he informed the first officer of his
intention; further, he actually did not remain at 3,000 feet for long).
The flight tests demonstrated that flight idle power was necessary to
match the profile as the airplane descended further. After stating "speeds high" and
then requesting the first officer to configure the aircraft with 20' flaps and gear
down, the captain detected an IGN light. Apparently, the IGN light was the result
of a transient negative torque condition caused by the combination of low torque at
flight idle and rapid movement of the propeller speed levers to 100 percent. At that
point he asked, "Why's that ignition light on? We just had a flameout?" The first
officer responded in about 5 seconds, "I'm not sure what's goin" on with it." After an
additional 5 seconds the captain announced, "We had a flameout." Following the 10
seconds of relatively silent evaluation, the captain apparently decided that there was
a flameout in the left engine. There was no discussion about the specific parameters
that led him to the conclusion, so that the first officer could concur. Significantly,
having reached the decision that an engine had failed, there was no attempt to
feather the propeller and secure the engine. The first officer did not call this fact to
the captain's attention.
During the next 20 seconds, there was almost continuous dialogue as
the first officer queried the capiain about his conclusions, and the captain confirmed
his conclusion. Finally, at 183355.9, the first officer asked, "Watta you want me to

do you gonna continue?"e
captain responded, "OK, yeah. I'm gonna continue.
Just back me up." This demonstrated that even when the first officer asked what the
captain wanted him to do, the captain did not follow the company procedures for an
engine failure.

In this circumstance, it is not clear if the first officer was really thinking
of the engine-out procedures they should have been following, or merely seeking
assurance that the captain had a specific plan of action. If he was concerned about
the failure to follow engine-out procedures, he should have prompted the captain to
implement them. If he was skeptical of the captain's conclusion, he should have
either challenged him by identifying specific engine indications that the engine was
still operating, or suggested additional tests to confinn that the engine had failed.
Additionally, the first officer did not report the decreasing airspeed.
The captain reversed his initial decision to continue the approach
approximately 4 seconds later, and announced, "Let's go missed approach." This
represents another decision that is puzzling. The aircraft was positioned for the
approach, and all that was required was minimal differential power to continue the
approach. However, the aircraft, which had leveled at approximately 1,800 feet
when the engine anomaly was detected, continued to drift to the left. The rate of
turn increased after the call for, "Set max power," and the airspeed continued to
decrease as he continued to maintain a relatively constant altitude of 1,800 feet.
The crew did not properly configure the aircraft for a single engine go-around,
leaving the left propeller at flight idle, the landing gear down, and the flaps at 20'.
During this same time interval, there were two stall warnings, which prompted the
first officer to say, "Lower the nose, lower the nose, lower the nose."
At this point, the captain had responded inappropriately to indications
of an apparent engine anomaly, failed to follow company procedures for engine
failure, go-around, and stall recovery, and was about to lose control of the aircraft.
The first officer asked the captain, "You got i t ? A t this time, the aircraft was
approximately 30' off course, and the captain had not responded to the stall warning
or the first officer's comments to lower the nose. The captain failed to cope with
what was actually a minor transient anomaly. Good crew resource management
dictates that he, as the piloi-in-command, should have assured that control of the
airplane was maintained while the problem was analyzed. He had the option of
sharing either function with the first officer, or retaining both. He could have
transferred control to the first officer, so that he would be free to analyze the
problem, and decide on the proper course of action. Instead, he tried to do both and

failed. He continued to attempt to fly the aircraft, unilaterally decided that there was
an engine failure, and neither ordered nor performed the immediate action items
associated with the engine failure checklist. Subsequently, his decision to go around
was not followed by the correct flight procedures. The increasing left turn indicates
that he failed to advance both power levers, did not command flaps 10' or gear up,
and did not maintain adequate airspeed. If he had advanced both power levers, both
engines would have responded, and the perceived emergency would have been
resolved. Finally, the captain did not follow company procedures for stall avoidance
or recovery. He not only failed to control the aircraft, he did not request help from
the first officer. Therefore, the Safety Board concludes that the captain's improper
conclusion that the left engine had failed, and his failure to follow established
procedures, led directly to the accident.
The exact motivation for some statements by the first officer are
unknown, but. based on his reputation, it is assumed that he was applying some
crew resource management skills to the situation, in an effort to assist the captain.
For example, he asked, "K,you got it?," when the captain decided the engine had
failed. He questioned this assessment twice in the next seconds, "We lose an
engine?," "We lose that en' left one?," but he never did directly challenge the
assessment. He also made two suggestions to facilitate their situation. He
announced that he was going to turn on both engine ignition switches, and then
asked, "Watta you want me to do you gonna continue?" If he had suggested that
they either advance the left power lever to test the engine response, or perform the
engine failure checklist, there could have been a more positive result. The first
officer may have been about to suggest one of these actions, but he was interrupted
in mipsentence, "Alright I'm gonna
by the captain's statement, "Let's go missed
approach." At this point, the stall warnings occurred and he was focused on trying
to get the captain to lower the nose.
...,'I

It is impossible to determine what control inputs were being made by
either crew member, but they had little or no lateral or directional control of the
aircraft for the next 13 seconds. During that interval the first officer asked, "You
got it?," and made the following prompts: "Lower the nose;" and "It's the wrong,
wrong foot, wrong engine." The dual stall warning horns and positive G values
recorded by the FDR indicate that the captain induced repeated stick pusher
activations with excessive nose-up control column inputs. Finally, the first officer
said, "Here." This could have signaled his decision to help with rudder input,
because they were 1lo0 off heading. It could have indicated that he was adding
power on the left engine, or it could have signaled his decision to take control of the

airplane himself. Whatever the meaning, it was too late to recover from the extreme
descent rate that developed during the loss of control.
Although the first officer asked the captain twice if they had lost an
engine, he did not challenge the captain's erroneous conclusion with specific
information (RPM, EGT, oil pressure, etc.) that indicated it was still operating.
More importantly, he should have suggested that the captain advance the left power
lever to see if the engine was operative. Nonetheless, he did continue a supportive
role by prompting the captain to lower the nose as they encountered the stall
warnings during the early stages of the go-around. Finally, the evidence suggests
that he resorted to direct control inputs and power lever movement when he said,
"...wrong foot. ..." and "Here." Unfortunately, these actions occurred too late for
recovery. The Safety Board believes that the first officer's actions did not directly
lead to the accident, but his delayed assertiveness precluded an opportunity to avoid
it.

2.3

AMR Eagle Selection and Hiring Practices

AMR Eagle's application process required prospective employees to
complete employment history forms, and to sign civil releases giving AMR Eagle
permission to contact previous or present employers. Such an employment practice
is not uncommon in the industry, and is intended to check past job performance as a
means to predict future performance. Contacting former employers has been shown
to be one of the best methods for evaluating prospective employees. The accident
captain had signed a release perrnithg his previous employer to respond to AMR
Eagle's inquiries, but a request was apparently not sent by AMR.

By not following the intent of its own hiring procedures that were
established to gather information on an applicant's background, AMR Eagle
precluded the possibility that it could learn that the pilot possessed questionable
aviation abilities. If Flagship had asked for, and Cornair had provided, the captain's
performance history while at their company, it is likely that the deficiencies in the
captain's skills would have been specifically addressed prior to his being offered
employment. This might have resulted in a decision not to hire him. But, even if
AMR Eagle had decided to make an offer of employment, a complete employment
history, in the possession of his immediate supervisor, should have made the
subsequent complaints regarding his abilities far more meaningful.

Three times previously the Safety Board has recommended that air
carriers be required to conduct substantive background checks of prospective
airmen/employees before they are hired." Each time the FAA has essentially
rejected this recommendation, and the Safety Board has classified all three
"Closed--Unacceptable Action."
The first recommendation was issued following a DC-9 takeoff
accident at Denver, Colorado. The in
ration revealed that the first officer had
been dismissed by his previous employer because of his unsucr isful performance
after 30 hours of simulator training. This information was not obtained in the
background check performed for the airline by a contract security company. On
November 3, 1988, the Safety Board issued the following recommendation to the
FAA:
,h.-?l- 141

Require commercial opt-ators to conduct substantive background
checks of pilot applicants which include verification of personal
flight records and examination of training, performance, and
disciplinary records of previous employers and Federal Aviation
Administration safety and enforcement records.
The FAA indicated that although it agreed with the intent of the
recommendation, "...it does not believe that any benefits derived from such
regulatory change would outweigh the costs of promulgating and enforcing the
regulatory change."
The second recommendation was issued as a result of a commuter
accident at Molokai, Hawaii. This investigation revealed that Aloha IslandAir did
not contact the captain's previous employers, and the FAA enforcement and
accident records were not checked. The two most recent employers reported that
they had already given unfavorable references to other operators who did inquire
about the accident captain. As a result of this accident and the FAA response to
Safety Recommendation A-88-141, it was classified "Closed--Unacceptable

"Safely Recommendations A-88-141, issued as a result of the Continental Airlines, Inc..
accident at Denver, Colorado. November 15. 1987. NTSBtAAR-88/09;A-90-141, issued as a result of the Aloha
IslandAir. Inc.. accident on Molokai. Hawaii. October 28.1989. NTSBIAAR-90rt)S; A-93-14, issued as a result d
the Tomy Inlemational. Inc.. d/b/a Scenic Air Tours accident on Maui. Hawaii, April 22. 1992. NTSBtAAR-93/01.

Action/SupersededMon September 25, 1990, by Safety Recommendation A-90-141.
Safety Recommendation A-90-141 was identical to A-88-141 except that it added
the National Driver Register as a source of background information to be checked.
The FAA indicated in its response, dated February 8, 1991, that regulatory action to
require background checks would be no more effective than voluntary compliance.
In this response, the FAA did note that it had issued Air Carrier Operations Bulletin
8-92-2, "Certificated Airman Preemployment Safety Verification," encouraging
airlines to use FAA data bases to verify the validity of an applicant's certificate and
safety history. Because the FAA again failed to take the recommended regulatory
action, the Safety Board classified Safety Recommendation A-90-141
"Closed--Unacceptable Action" on October 20, 1992.
Interestingly, although the FAA rejected the recommendation, Aloha
IslandAir did not. As a result of a newly implemented pre-employment screening
procedure, Aloha IslandAir rejected a captain who misrepresented his employment
n-cord. That captain subsequently was hired by Scenic Air Tours, which did not
check his background and he was involved in the accident that prompted a third
recommendation.
The third recommendation was issued following the Scenic Airlines
sightseeing on-demand air taxi accident on Mount Haleakala, Maui, Hawaii. This
investigation revealed that the captain had falsified his employment application, and
the company failed to conduct a substantive background check to verify his
aeronautical experience. On February 19, 1993, the Safety Board issued Safety
Recommendation A-93-14 to the FAA, as follows:
A-93- 14
Require commercial operators to conduct substantive background
checks of pilot applicants, which include verification of personal
flight records and examination of training, performance, and
disciplinary and other records of previous employers, the Federal
Aviation Administration safety and enforcement records, and the
National Driver Register.
Similarly, the FAA disagreed with the third recommendation,
contending that it was the responsibility of the airlines to verify the validity of a
pilot's certificate. Once again, failure of the FAA to take regulatory action resulted
in the Safety Board classifying Safety Recommendation A-93-14
''Closed--Unacceptable Action" on February 22, 1994.

As part of its Safety Study, Commuter Airline Safety, NTSBJSS-94/02,
the Safety Board reported:
The Safety Board obtained information on the types of
preemployment background checks conducted by air carriers that
participated in the commuter airline survey. Eleven of 20 airlines
(55 percent) indicated that they routinely check the Department of
Motor Vehicle records of pilot applicants, 14 of 20 airlines
(70 percent) request a check of pilot applicants' accidenVincident
history from the FAA, and 9 of 19 airlines (47 percent) check for
past alcohol-involved motor vehicle violations. Sixteen of
20airlines (80 percent) request and verify the professional
references provided by applicants; however, officials at many
airlines reported that. with the exception of employment dates, past
employers provide little or no information on applicants because of
fears of legal action. Of the 21 commuter airlines that participated
in the survey, 7 (33 percent) routinely include all of the above
checks in their preemployment screening of pilot applicants.
Comair's stated policy--the nondisclosure of employee performance
information--illustrates the common perception that the release of such information
(especially unfavorable information) may lead to civil liability. The commuter study
and information from the Air Transport Association confinn that Comair's position
is typical within the industry.
The Safety Board notes that air carriers are required to conduct
security checks of pilot applicants prior to employment because they have
unescorted access to security areas. The checks must include references and
employment history verification for the preceding years. They also conduct
preemployment screens for alcohol and drug abuse. However, there is no
requirement to verify an applicant's flight experience, safetylenforcement history,
pilot training and performance at his previous employers, or any criminal and driver
history.
The Saffcty Board acknowledges the concerns within the industry about
potential legal actions and other issues regarding the retention and use (especially
the provision to a third party) of records containing pilot performance evaluations.
However, it should be recognized that a major portion of airline pilot training
records involve checkrides given by designated pilot examiners. Ttie designated

examiners represent the FAA during such checkrides, so the records of their work
are technically FAA records. The Safety Board believes that many of the industry
concerns about the provision of records to a third party can be alleviated by having
the perfonnanceAraining and checking records for airline pilots forwarded to the
FAA, similar to the manner in which airman's records are currently retained by the
FAA. This system would permit airlines to request pilot records directly from the
FAA and would resolve the problems faced by airlines in providing previous
employee records. Similarly, continuity of the recordkeeping process would be
maintained when an airline goes out of business. The Safety Board believes that
state-of-the-art electronic scanning, storage, retrieval, and transfer methods would
limit the effort and costs associated with developing such <. system. Consequently,
the Safety Board believes that the FAA should develop and maintain a storage and
retrieval system that contains pertinent standardized infomation on the quality of
pilot performance in activities that assess pilot skills, abilities, knowledge, and
judgment during training, check flights, initial operating experience, and line checks.
The Safety Board continues to believe that airlines and the traveling
public would benefit from more availability of pertinent information on the quality of
the previous performance of applicants for pilot positions. Therefore, the Safety
Board concludes that the FAA should require all airlines operating under 14 CFR
Pans 121 and 135 and independent facilities providing training to the airlines to
provide to the FAA, for incorporation into a storage and retrieval system, pertinent
standardized information on the quality of pilot performance in activities that assess
pilot skills, abilities, knowledge, and judgment during training, check flights, initial
operating experience, and line checks.

In addition, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should require all
airlines operating under 14 CFR Parts 121 and 135 to obtain records from the FAA's
storage and retrieval system that contain pertinent standardized information on the
quality of pilot training and performance, for the purpose of evaluating applicants
for pilot positions during the pilot selection and hiring process. Of course, such a
requirement should include the appropriate privacy protections, should require the
permission of the applicant before dissemination, and should provide for sufficient
access to the records by an applicant to ensure accuracy of the records.

2.4

AMR Eagle Training
Training Records

However, before the system discussed above can be effective,
appropriate records on the training and performance of pilots must be developed and
maintained. For example, the computer-based records generated by the AMR Eagle
training center, provided to Flagship Airlines, contained an annotation of the dates
when specific required activities were accomplished, but there were no amplifying
comments regarding performance or strengths/weaknesses for reference by
subsequent instructors, check airmen, or managers. Information concerning specific
problems experienced, if any, were either not recorded, or were destroyed once
training was completed. There was not even a record to indicate when extra training
sessions were required. This not only eliminated the ability to evaluate the
individual's performance, it also prevented management from evaluating the
effectiveness of its syllabus. Further opportunity to evaluate both the training and
the individual pilot was lost because AMR EagleFIagship did not require written
comments during a pilot's IOE or probationary year.
By contrast, the Flagship training records compiled during the captain's
training by Flagship personnel, prior to transfer of all training to AMR Eagle in
September 1993, reflected cause for possible concern. The records not only
documented the captain's unsatisfactory progress, they reflected the maneuvers
involved (single engine nonprecision approaches March 24, 1992, and crosswind
takeoffs and landings, engine failures, and single engine missed approaches on
April 29, 1992). Although these records were not available at the RDU base, they
could have been reviewed by BNA management for the RDU Base Manager, or
sent to RDU via company mail for his own examination.
The captain had demonstrated adequate skills in routine operations that
may have masked his deficiencies in some "becking and oversight situations.
However, his line flying performance caused several line pilots to speak to the Base
Manager abou! the accident captain. In fact, the captain had even approached the
Base Manager to discuss this situation on his own initiative. Although the Base
Manager addressed the issues raised with the individuals making the comments, and
offered the captain additional training/sirnulator time, there was no evidence that he
attempted to review the captain's records. If the Base Manager had reviewed the
AMR Eagle computerized training records of the captain, he would not have found
the annotation of the failed SD3-60 training periods (March 24, 1992 and April 29,

1992). Also he would not have found any record of the failed J-3201 upgrade type
rating of October 6, 1992. However, these failures were documented in records
available. in the Flagship training records at Nashville and might have prompted
additional discussion/action by management. Rather than relying on a report from a
first officer, the events calling the deficient performance of the accident captain to
the attention of his Base Manager should have prompted some form of records
review, discussions with other company personnel, and possibly a line check or
check airman assessment.
The deficiencies in the company's recordkeeping, and the company's
failure to use the records it had for safety enhancement, are best exemplified by the
fact that following the accident, the Director of Operations stated that he had not
reviewed the crew records. Moreover, although the Vice President of Operations
had reviewed the records, he was still unaware that the captain had failed a check
ride in the J-3201. In short, the lack of accessibility of and sufficient detail in the
pilot records apparently prevented Flagship management from reviewing the
captain's performance history, even when complaints from others and self-initiated
comments from him were received. Moreover, the deficiency in the AMR
Eagle/Flagship training records prevented Flagship management from ensuring that
pilot problems were being addressed in training and from adequately monitoring
substandard pilot performance trends.
The Safety Board previously investigated an accident17 in which it
found that the recordkeeping of a major airline was inadequate to use for trend
analysis or evaluation of an individual's performance during training. As a result,
the Safety Board issued the following safety recommendation to the FAA:
A-94-24
Review the pilot recordkeeping systems of airlines operated under
FAR Parts 121 and 135 to determine the quality of information
contained therein, and require the airlines to maintain appropriate
information on the quality of pilot performance in training and
checking programs.
In a response to the recommendation, the FAA Administrator issued
Plight Standards Information Bulletin (FSIB) 94-16A, January 22, 1995, directing
"Safely Rccommendation A-94-24 was issued as a result of the American Airlines. Inc., DC-1030 accident a1 DallasFort Worth Intemaiional Ailport, Texas. April 14,1993, NTSBIAAR-94/01.

POIs to review their assigned operator's airman training recordkeeping procedures
"...to ensure that quality control measures are adequate to maintain appropriate
information on the quality of pilot performance in training and checking programs."
The accident involving flight 3379 demonstrates a continuing need for positive FAA
action to enhance the quality of information that airlines retain on each pilot. The
Safety Board believes that the FAA's response to A-94-24 is ineffective because it
does not require operators to keep and retain data that is identifiable with individual
performance. The action taken, which is voluntary for the operator, may provide
some measure of overall training program quality control, but it would not be useful
in identifying individual weak pilots. At a minimum, the airlines should include
specific information about the quality of the individual pilot's performance,
preferably with instructor comments/evaluations, quantitative data, such as test
scores, the number of training sessions, and the number of unsatisfactory checks
(including maneuvers involved). Therefore, the Safety Board classifies Safety
Recommendation A-94-24 "Closed--Unacceptable Action/Superseded." The Safety
Board believes that the FAA should require all airlines operating under 14 CFR Parts
121 and 135 and independent facilities that train pilots for the airlines to maintain
pertinent standardized information on the quality of pilot performance in activities that
assess pilot skills, abilities, knowledge, and judgment during training, check flights,
initial operating experience, and line checks and to use this information in quality
assurance of individual performance and of the training program.
2.4.2

Engine-out Training

Flagship line pilots currently receive all ground and flight training at the
AMR Eagle flight training center in DFW. Examination of the syllabus indicated
that both ground school and simulator training addressed the auto-relight system and
the IGN light, the engine torque/NTS system, engine failure recognition, go-around
procedures, and stall recognition/recove~. Various ground and flight instructors
interviewed responded properly to questions about these subjects.
However, several line pilots, by contrast, gave varying responses
regarding engine failure recognition. The confusion represented in the line pilots'
answers reflected unfavorably on the training effectiveness, and at least, in part,
prompted Jetstream customer support to issue the Notice to Operators that
emphasized RPM as the single unequivocal indication of engine failure. It stated
that low torque and low EGT are not necessarily indications of flameout or failure.
If RPM is above 90 percent, then the engine is running. The availability of power

should be assessed by advancing the power lever and checking whether the torque
responds normally.
The captain apparently did not advance the power lever to test the
operating condition of the left engine, and this was possibly reinforced by
inappropriate simulator training on the combined ~ ~ ~ / e failure.
n ~ & This
e simulator
demonstration allowed the RPM to remain at about 60 percent on the failed engine.
The fine pitch condition of the unfeathered propeller created high drag that required
significant pilot control inputs until the propeller was feathered manually. This
exercise alerted the pilot that the NTS had failed. It also established the
misconception that any NTS condition, and the associated IGN light, were
connected with an engine failure. The actions of the captain and the answers of the
line pilots interviewed indicated that they associated the illumination of the IGN
light with an NTS/flarneou~condition. The Safety Board considers this a "negative
training" situation because the training taught a concept that was incorrect and that
could adversely affect pilot performance in a real emergency. Although the training
scenario concludes with feathering the propeller, the captain did not follow this
procedure in the accident flight.
Another indication of "negative training" is that during single engine
missed approaches in the simulator, most pilots stated that they advance only one
power lever. This may be a direct reflection of previous training in airplanes in
which a zero-thrust condition (for safety reasons) had been established on one
engine in the emergency scenario, and consequently only one power lever was used
by the pilot receiving the training. Apparently this practice was perpetuated in the
simulator training because the instructors did not enforce the company procedure,
described in the Aircraft Operating Manual, to advance both power levers to
maximum power.
The CRM training provided by AMR Eagle was thorough and
consistent with current industry standards and practices. Both crew members had
received this training. However, the captain failed to apply it to this perceived
emergency situation. The first officer, by contrast, appears to have been at least
attempting to assert himself in the various questions and suggestions he made, if not
in actions he took or initiated, However, when corrective action was not
commanded in memory items for engine failure and go-around procedures, he did
not verbally advise the captain of the appropriate company procedures.

Company Maintenance
The investigation disclosed several administrative errors involving
maintenance records. Items included incorrect aircraft registration numbers and a
location where work was performed, which are considered isolated incidents, and
the improper blade angle value entered on work reference material, which was
corrected.
Additionally, the maintenance action to correct the engine torque split,
described on the December 9, 1994, FCF, was inappropriate. The mechanic
attempted to correct the 10 percent split, which was in excess of the 2 percent
allowed, by moving the beta tube locking pin one hole (the smallest possible
adjustment to the flight idle blade angle). He then made a ground run of the engines
and reported that the torque and fuel flow values were symmetrical. Unfortunately,
he did not record the values observed as the action he took could not have remedied
the 10 percent torque split. Movement of the beta tube locking pin one hole
changes the blade angle 0.17', which would probably produce a torque change so
small that it would not be discernible on the gauge (less than 1 percent).
The mechanic should have reviewed the maintenance history of the
torque indicating system and checked the torque gauge and the torque signal
conditioner to determine the validity of the indication first, especially since the
captain did not report any directional control problem on the approachJanding. The
service history of the engines indicates that a number of different torque signal
conditioners have been used with this engine application because of conditioner
signal drift. Accurate assessment of flight idle torque can only be accomplished
during an in-flight test using specific conditions of altitude, airspeed, configuration,
bleed switch position, propeller RPM, and power lever position. Some of these
conditions were not met at the time of the torque split observation, and the
indication is considered suspect. In fact, the pilot should have extended the FCF to
perform the proper in-flight check of the torque, which would have resolved the
perceived problem.
Further indication that the toque split was inaccurate is the absence of
comments from pilots who flew the airplane on the subsequent 24 flights prior to the
accident. "There were no comments on either asymmetric torque indications or
directional control difficulties on landing.
Both the airplane and engine
manufacturers agreed that if there was a 10 percent differential in torque, the pilots
would have experienced significant thrust differential on landing.

Although the accident captain made comments about directional
control problems experienced at GSO, en route to RDU, there was no direct
connection between those comments and the condition observed on the FCF.
Accordingly, the Safety Board concludes that the torque split condition identified on
the FCF was most likely an error in indication only.

AMR liagle/Flagship Management Structuri;
The Safety Board examined the nature of the oversight of Flagship by
AMR Eagle, and the management of Flagship itself, to determine what role, if any,
the organizational structure may have had in the accident. The evidence indicates
that most, if not all, of the critical decisions governing the conduct of Flagship
operations were made at AMR Eagle headquarters by persons employed either
directly or indirectly by AMR Eagle. These decisions addressed such areas as pilot
selection, pilot training, route selection, flight scheduling, recordkeeping procedures,
aircraft operating practices, payroll, profit and loss determinations and other key
elements critical to managing the airline. Nevertheless, Flagship (like the other
AMR Eagle carriers) operated under its own certificate in accordance with FAA
requirements. For example, pilots reported to base managers who performed the
duties of chief pilots. A Director of Operations supervised the base managers, and a
Vice President of Operations oversaw the performance of the Director of
Operations. In accordance with FAA requirements, these individuals were
responsible for assuring that flight operations were conducted safely and in
compliance with FAA regulations.
However, the evidence indicates that major decisions regarding
Flagship operations originated at AMR Eagle's DFW headquarters. For example, in
response to the temporary suspension of the airworthiness certificate of the ATR 42
and 72 aircraft of a sister airline, AMR Eagle shifted aircraft across the various
carriers' structures and routes. Flagship's J-3201 operating handbook was rewritten
to standardize it with those of the other AMR Eagle operators, a decision made at
DFW by AMR Eagle personnel. In addition. Flagship's recordkeeping system was
developed, coordinated, and implemented by AMR Eagle personnel based at DFW.
The fact that the major decisions affecting Flagship operations were
made by AMR Eagle personnel at DFW who were not directly involved in Flagship
operations did not adversely affect safety of line operations at Flagship. For
example, the ineffectiveness of Flagship management in its oversight of the captain
does not appear to have resulted from any action taken or decision made by AMR

Eagle. The evidence suggests that the decisions and actions of the RDU base
manager with regard to this captain were independent of AMR Eagle management.
Consequently, the Safety Board does not believe that the organizational structure of
Flagship and its relationship to AMR Eagle was a factor in this accident.
2.7

FAA Oversight

In response to the unique organizational structure of AMR Eagle and
the related camers, the FAA developed a unique method of oversight of the
operation of the AMR Eagle carriers. Each principal inspector, when dealing with
matters of compliance within the specific carrier, dealt directly with the appropriate
personnel from that carrier. The principal inspectors dealt indirectly with AMR
Eagle through the FAA focal point coordinator (PC). This individual had no
oversight responsibility, but was to facilitate interaction among the principal
inspectors of the four camers and the AMR Eagle management. His duties were
administrative in nature, gathering and distributing information to all appropriate
personnel.
The organization of the FAA's surveillance of Flagship and the AMR
Eagle carriers, although seemingly cumbersome and awkward, may in some ways
have enhanced the quality of the surveillance. The FPC. a full-time specialist, was
dedicated to facilitating interaction between the individual inspectors and any single
A M R Eagle entity, or the entire organization. At the same time, other inspectors
were working full time overseeing training and checking on each of the aircraft
types conducted at the training center. The unique structure also provided, in part,
redundant oversight, since manual changes were reviewed independently by four
separate inspectors instead of just one. The separation of responsibility for
operation and training also allowed the inspector to concentrate exclusively on
either training or operations.
However, there was one negative aspect of this organization. The
individual principal inspectors did not interact with the critical decisionmakers at
AMR Eagle, the people who were, in effect, directing the operations of the four
carriers. Rather, the FPC, a purely administrative position, served as the individual
interacting with AMR Eagle. Additionally, the nature of this interaction was
primarily limited to the exchange of correspondence. As a result, the FPC insulated
both entities from direct personal involvement. By contrast, in traditional oversight
activity, FAA inspectors are in daily contact with those persons who are the key
decisionmakers. Effective oversight depends or: both a minimum frequency of

individual surveillance, and an ongoing interpersonal relationship between the
inspector and the critical decisionmakers of the operator. This relationship enables
the inspector to gain an understanding of the corporate culture, as well as the
reasons for corporate actions--an understanding that may not be developed
otherwise. Such a personal relationship can facilitate a proactive relationship
between the FAA and the operator, better than one in which all communication is
accomplished by correspondence through an intermediary. Finally, an ongoing
personal relationship between the principal inspector and the operator's
decisionmakers enables the inspector to obtain a personal commitment to the highest
standards of safety from the carrier. It is highly unlikely that an inspector could
foster such a commitment from his assigned carrier through correspondence without
the personal involvement. Therefore, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should
review the organizational structure of its surveillance of AMR Eagle and its carriers
with particular emphasis on the positions and responsibilities of the FPC and
principal inspectors, as they relate to respective carriers.
2.8

Inappropriate Flightcrew Responses to Engine Anomalies

The Safety Board participated in the investigation of an accident
involving an engine anomaly in a Saab 340B, Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam, the
Netherlands, on April 4, 1994. That investigation is being conducted under the
jurisdiction of the Netherlands Aviation Safety Board, and the final report has not
yet been released; however, certain similarities between the two accidents do exist.
The flightcrew of the Saab observed the right engine low oil pressure warning light
without any confirming evidence of an actual malfunction. The captain elected to
return and land at Schiphol, the main maintenance base. The flightcrew reduced the
power to flight idle, in accordance with the appropriate checklist. They also
discussed the single engine procedures. There was no further guidance, either in the
manuals or training, regarding the use of flight idle during the approach.
Although the captain was experienced in the Saab, he was relatively
inexperienced in total time. He was trained in the simulator and had not participated
in engine out training in the airplane. Prior to the certification of the simulator,
when engine out training was conducted in the airplane, the engine failure was
simulated by reducing power on the "dead engine" to 15 percent thrust. This power
was required to establish a zero thrust condition and offset the drag of the
windmilling propeller. On April 26, 1994, the Netherlands Aviation Safety Board
issued a warning, endorsed by the Rijks Luchtvaart Dienst (RLD, the certificating
agency of the Netherlands), in part, as follows:

WARNING
Pilots should realize that the propeller of an engine in (flight) idle
may produce considerably more drag than the propeller of an engine
which has been shut down and feathered.
If for any reason it has been decided to fly the approach with one
engine at idle power and the propeller not feathered:

1.

The affected engine should be set at a power - or torque
setting, at least sufficient to overcome any extra drag
(ref. zero-drag setting for simulated single-enginetrainirg).

2.

The decision to keep the engine at a setting around zerL.-drag
implies that a one engine out approach should be made. This
should be realized during the approach preparation. The
preparation briefing should at least include the speeds and
flap settings to be used according to the one engine
inoperative approach, landing, and go-around procedures.

In May 1995, the FAA circulated draft Advisory Circular (AC) 39.XX.
"Continued Airworthiness Assessments of Turbine Engines, Propellers, and APUs,"
for public comment. It is expected to be issued in the spring of 1996. Appendix 2
of the AC provides a listing of air carrier accidents and incidents that involved
propulsion system safety hazards. This document defines a "propulsion system plus
crew" event as one that initiated from a single propulsion system malfunction that
should not have caused a problem, compounded by inappropriate crew response.
The FAA reported that 32 of these events occurred between 1982 and 1991, with
consequences ranging from severe (fatal accidents and hull losses) to serious (such
as an inability to climb more than 1,000 feet above terrain elevation).
Of the 32 propulsion system plus crevvevents, 18 (56 percent) involved
turboprop aircraft. The following examples, as cited in the FAA AC (appendix 2,
p. 19), are illustrative of the turboprop-related events:
Lost one engine and crew inadvertently feathered other
engine - forced landing.

On descent, crew shut down right-hand engine but inadvertently
shut down left-hand engine also, aircraft struck electrical lines -fatal.
Crew shut down left-hand engine for fuel leak. Aircraft stalled
1 krn from runway and crashed, fatal.
None of the cited events exactly match the accident sequence of
American Eagle flight 3379. However, in the more general sense, each flightcrew's
aggravation of a benign engine condition demonstrated that the performance of flight
3379's flightcrew was not an isolated event. The Safety Board believes that the
repetitive pattern in propulsion system plus crew events, of which this accident is a
part, warrants further corrective action at an industry-wide level.
Circumstances of this accident included the flightcrew's confusion
about engine operating status and their inadequate response to a perceived engine
failure in a reduced power condition. The Safety Board believes that the FAA
should publish advisory material that encourages air carriers to train fliglitcrews in
the identification of and proper response to engine failures that occur in reduced
power conditions, and in other situations tbf ire similarly less clear than the
traditional engine failure at takeoff decision sp c ; : ~
2.9

Flight Profile Advisory System

The AMR Eagle training was inadequate with respect to the FPA-80
system. Information required by 14 CFR 135.153 was not available in the airplane
flight manual, and only marginal system information was included in the ground
school. Although a more thorough description was incorporated in the Jetstream
3200 Maintenance Manual, the line pilots do not have this ma.nua1 available to them.
More importantly, the system, as installed on the Flagship fleet, did not meet the
requirements of 14 CFR 135.153. The FPA-80 did not have a visual means of
warning the pilot of excessive closure rates with terrain or deviations from the
glideslope. In addition, the provisions identified in the FPA-80 Interconnect
Diagram that were required for approval were neither incorporated in the systems as
installed on the Flagship fleet, nor were they mentioned in the 1993 correspondence
seeking continuing approval of the FPA-80as a substitute for a GPWS.
The Safety Board does not believe that the absence of a GPWS or the
improper installation of the FPA-80 system contributed to the cause of this accident.

However, the installation of a GPWS, or an approved alternate system, is essential
to safe operation in the air camer industry today. ' h i s situation raises questions
about management of Flagship Airlimes, and the oversight of Flagship by the F M .
The Safety Board 1s concerned that other operators of the J-3201 and similar aircraft
may be operating without the protection of a G P W S or equivalent.

Physiological Factors
Although the captain had taken sick leave for the 3 &ys prior to the
accident, infomation from his roommates indicated that he was in good health the
day before and the day of the accident. Similarly, those who saw him during his
duties described him as appearing normal. Also, there were no statements or sounds
on me CVR suggesting that the cqtain was sick. The presence of a small amount
of chlorpheniramine in the toxicological analysis indicated that he had taken some
antihistamine in the recent past. Although chlorphenhnine has the potential to
reduce alertness, increase reaction time, and adversely affect perception, the
variation in individual metabolic rates precluded the Safety Board from estimating
either the time of ingestion or the effect, if any, it may have had on his performance.
The Safety Board remains concerned about the use and misuse of
medications, both prescribed and over-the-counter, by pilots, air traffic controllers,
dispatchers and others involved in aviation operations who may be unaware of the
potential hazards many medications present. Moreover, many in the aviation
community lack knowledge about these hazards and the fact that medications can
remain hazardous following ingestion. With the number of medications that were
available exclusively by p~scription now being distributed over-the-counter,
accomganied by extensive media marketing campaigns, the Safety Board believes
that an already potentially hazardous situation may become worse.
The Safety Board previously investigated an accidentla in which the
presence of both prescxitoed and over-the-counter medication was found in
crewmembers involved in the accident. The Safety Board found that:
Various FAA programs have made pilots wel?. aware of the
consequences of the abuse of illicit drugs in aviation, However, Ihe
I8Sdcty Rccommcndation A-91-119 was issued as a result of the USAu Flight 1493. Bmhg
737. and Skywest Flight 5569, Fairchild Melroliner, Runway Col!!si011. h s h g e l e s International A W d .
F C ~ N V I. 1991. NTSBIAAR-91/08.

circumstances revealed by this accident indicate that all pilots may
not fully appxeciate the potential dangers of many medications and,
as a result, may use them inappropriately.
Therefore, the Safety Board believes that the circumstances
involving the pilots in this accident demonstrate the need for the
FAA to undertake a special educational program about
use of
these types of drugs to reach all active pilots. Literamre about the
issue provided to pilots by their FAA Aviation Medical Examiners
may also be helpful. Such a program must describe, illustrate, and
alert pilots to the potential consequences of the misuse of
legitimately prescribed medications and over-the-counter
preparations. It must also stress that pilots must seek and heed the
advice of their physicians and FAA Aviation Medical Examinen
concerning the use of all medications they take and the effect that
edch may have on the safety of their flight operations.
As a result of that accident, the Safety Board issued the following
recornendation to the FAA:
A-91-1 I9
Establish a comprehensive educational program to alert pilots to the
potential adverse effects on flightcrew perfomance that may arise
from the misuse of prescribed and over-the-counter medication.
Based on the development and issuance of an educational brochure to
be distributed to pilots, and the FAA commitment to an ongoing program of
seminars, newsletters, and educational and advisory material for Aviation Medical
Examiners dealing with the hazards of medications, the Safety Board classified this
recommendation "Closeij--Acceptable Action" on February 16, 1994.
This accident, involving AMR Eagle flight 3379, suggests that the
FAA's progrdm to educare and inform those holding aimen medical certificates
about the potentiai hazards of medications may not be fully effective. Additional
effort Tay be needed to educate those in the aviation community on the need to
avoid all but a handful of approved medications for several days before flying,
controlling air traffic, or being involved in other critical aspects of the air transport
system. The Safetv Board will continue to monitor the effectiveness of the cumni
progrdm.

2.11

Wake Turbulence

Although a wake turbulence encounter does not explain the low
airspeeds and repeated aerodynamic stall warnings in this accident, the Safety Board
investigated whether the accident airplane could have encountered wake turbulence
from the B-727 that was immediakly ahead of it on the IJS approach. The worst
case wind investigated, 75 degrees at 17 knots, revealed that the accident flight
ground track cmssed the track of the B-727 wake vortices at 1834:13. However,
the fmt stall warning on the accident flight occurred 8 seconds before this point, at
1834:05. Assuming that the vorkx had not dissipated in the atmosphere, it would
be 1 minute and 4C seconds old at 1834:13, which can be considered an old vortex.
Further, in the vertical plane, the accident airplane was at a substantially higher
altitude than the wake vofiices at this pint.
Based on flight test data for the B-727, a descent rate of 300 fpm was
assumed for the wake vortices, which gives a vertical separation at this p i n t of 643
feet (1,743 feet vs, 1,100 feet). Further, because of the accident airplane's sharp
left turn, it was about 1,300 feet horizontally from the wake vortices when it
reached 1, 100 feet,

The Allied Pilots Association proposed that the temperatue inversion
in the atmosphere might allow the vortices to maintain constant height and have
"extended persistencies." They also pointed out that if the B-727 flightcrew had not
selected landing flaps, the vortex descent rate would be reduced to 228 fpm. The
Safety Board acknowledges that the amount of vertical separation could be less than
that calculated in the wake vortex study, However, given the relative fligh*aths of
the two airplanes and the wind conditions that existed at the time, the vortices that
crossed the accident ground track were generated by the B-727 at approximately
1,500 to 1.600 feet mean sea level, which was below the altitude of the accident
airplane until it had deviated far to the west. Therefore, to encounter the accident
airplane, the wake vortices would have had to climb approximately 150 to 200 feet
instead of descending. This is inconsistent with the normal motion characteristics of
wake vortices. Therefore, the evidence indicates that the accident airplane could
not have encountered wake turbulence.

3. CONCLUSIONS
3.1

Findings
1.

The flightcrew was properly certificated in accordance with
Federal Aviation Regulations and company procedures.

2.

The airplane was certMcatcd and maintained in accordance with
existing regulations, except for the improper installation of the
FPA-80 as a substitute for a GPWS.

3.

Air -c

4.

Weather was not a factor in the accident.

5.

The captain asswiated the illumination of the left engine IGN
light with an engine failure.

6.

The left engine IGN light illuminated as a msult of a momentary
negative toque condition when the propeller speed levers were
advanced to 100 percent and the power levers were at flight idle.

7.

There was no evidence of an engine failure. The CVR sound
spectnun analysis revealed that both propellers operated at
approximately 100 percent RPM until impact, and examination
of both engines revealed that they were operating under power at
impact.

8.

The captain failed to follow established procedures for engine
failure identification, single engine approach, single engine goaround, and stall recovery.

9.

The flightcrew failed to manage xesources adequately;
specifically, the captain did not designate a pilot to ensure
aircraft control, did not invite discussion of the situation, and did
not brief his inten&d actions; and the fmt officer did not assert
himself in a timely and effective manner and did not correct the
captain's erroneous statement about engine f a i l u ~ .

control services were properly perfomed.

10.

Although the fmt officer did perform a supportive role to the
captain, his delayed assertiveness precluded an oppo&ty
to
avoid the accident.

11.

Flight 3379 did not encounter any wake turbulence during the
approach to mnway 5L. or during the departure b m controlled
flight.

12.

AMR Eagle training did not adequately address the cognition
of engine failure at low power, the aerodynamic effects of
asymmetric Wust i h m a "windmilling" propeller, and high
thrust on the other engine.

13.

AMR Eagle provided "negative simulator training" to pilots by
associating the IGN light with engine failure and by not
instmcting pilots to advance both power levers during single
engine go-arounds as required by the operation manual.

14.

A M R Eagle and Flagship Airlines CEW training cords do not
provide sufficient detail for management to track perfomance.

15.

Flagship Airlines management was deficient in its knowledge of
the types of crew records available, and in the content and use of
such records.

16.

Flagship Airlines did not obtain any training records on the
accident captain from Comair. Further, Cornair's standard
response for employment history would not, had it been
obtained, have included meaninf$ul information on trainins and
flight proficiency, despite the availability of such data.

17.

The FAA did not provide adequate guidance for, or ensure
proper installation of, the W A - 8 0 as a substitute for a GPWS on
Flagship's fleet.

18.

The structure of the FAA's oversight of AMR Eagle did not
provide for adequate interaction between POIs and AMR Eagle
management personnel who initiated changes in flight operations
by the individual Eagle carriers.

3.2

Probable Cause

The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable
causes of this accident were: 1) the captain's improper assumption that an engine
had failed, and 2) the captain's subsequent failure to follow approved proceauics for
engine failure, single-engine approach and go-around, and stall recovery.
Contributing to the cause of the accident was the failure of AMR Eaglemagship
management to identify, document, monitor, and remedy deficiencies in pilot
performance and training.

4. RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of the investigation of this accident, the National
Transportation Safety Board makes the following recommendations:
--to the Federal Aviation Administration:
Publish advisory material that encourages air carriers to train
flightcrews in the identification of and proper response to engine
failures that occur in reduced power conditions, and in other
situations that are similarly less clear than the traditional engine
failure at takeoff decision speed. (Class 11, Priority Action)
(A-95-98)
Review the organizational structure of the FAA surveillance of
AMR Eagle and its carriers with particular emphasis on the
positions and responsibilities of the Focal Point Coordinator and
principal inspectors, as they relate to the respective carriers.
(Class 11, Priority Action) (A-95-99)
Ensure that all airplanes (other than the AMR Eagle J-3201
fleet) that currently use a Collins FPA-80 in lieu of a GPWS,
under the provisions of 14 CFR 135.153, have installations that
comply with Federal regulations. (Class 11, Priority Action) (A95-1 00)
Require all airlines operating under 14 CFR Pans 121 and 135
and independent facilities that train pilots for the airlines to
maintain pertinent standardized information on the quality of
pilot performance in activities that assess skills, abilities,
knowledge, and judgment during training, check flights, initial
operating experience, and line checks and to use this
information in quality assurance of individual performance and
of the training program. (Class 11, Priority Action) (A-95-1 16)
Require all airlines operating under 14 CFR Pans 121 and 135
and independent facilities that train pilots for the airlines to
provide the FAA, for incorporation into a storage and retrieval
system, pertinent standardized information on the quality of

pilot performance in activities that assess skills, abilities,
knowledge, and judgment during training, check flights, initial
operating experience, and line checks. (Class II, Priority
Action) (A-95-117)
Maintain a storage and retrieval system that contains pertinent
standardized information on the quality of 14 CFR Parts 121
and 135 airline pilot performance during training in activities
that assess skills, abilities, knowledge, and judgment during
training, check flights, initial operating experience, and line
checks. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-95-1 18)
Require all airlines operating under 14 CFR Pans 121 and 135
to obtain information, from the FAA's storage and retrieval
system that contains pertinent standardized pilot training and
performance information, for the purpose of evaluating
applicants for pilot positions during the pilot selection and
hiring process. The system should have appropriate privacy
protections, should require the permission of the applicant
before release of the information, and should provide for
sufficient access to the records by an applicant to ensure
accuracy of the records. (Class 11, Priority Action) (A-95-1 19)
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5. APPENDIXES
APPENDIX A
INVESTIGATION AND HEARING

1.

Investigation

The National Transportation Safety Board was notified of the accident
at 1900 on December 13, 1994. The full Go-Team was dispatched, and the
following investigative groups were formed: Operations/Hurnan Performance, Air
Traffic Control, Weather, Survival Factors, Structures, Powerplants, Systems, Flight
Data Recorder, Maintenance Records, Cockpit Voice Recorder, and Airplane
Performance. A separate group was formed later to conduct a Sound Spectrum
Study of the acoustic information from the engines and propellers recorded on the
CVR. Member John Lauber accompanied the team to RDU but was replaced, for
personal reasons, by Chairman James Hall.
In accordance with the provisions of the International Civil Aviation
Organization's International Standards and Practices, Aircraft Accident and Incident
Investigation, Annex 13, the Air Accidents Investigation Branch, Department of
Transport, United Kingdom (the state of manufacture of the aircraft) was notified of
the accident, and an Accredited Representative, with a team of advisers,
participated in the investigation.
Parties to the investigation included the Federal Aviation
Administration, Flagship Airlines, Inc., Allied Pilots Association, Jetstream Aircraft,
Ltd., Allied Signal Aerospace Company, McCauley Propel'trs, and the National Air
Traffic Controllers Association.
2.

Public Hearing
A public hearing was not held in conjunction with this investigation.
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APPENDIX B
COCKPIT VOICE RECORDER TRANSCRIPT

HOT

Crewmember hot microphone voice or sound source

RDO

Radio transmission from accident aircraft

CAM

Cockpit area microphone voice or sound source

TWRG

Radio transmission from Greensboro tower

FPAB

Sound heard fn;m aircraft mechanical voice system

GSOD

Radio transmission from Greensboro departure

GSOOP

Radio transmission from American Eagle's Greensboro operations

RDATIS

Radio transmission from Raleigh-DurhamAir Terminal InformationService

RDUOP

Rado transmission from American Eagle's Raleigh-Durhamoperations.

APR-1

Radio transmission from 1st Raleigh-Durhamapproach controller

APR-2

Radio transmission from 2nd Raleigh-Durham approach controller

AA1402

Rado transmission from American Airlines flight 1402

PA

Transmission made over aircraft public address system

TWR

Radio transmission from Raleigh-Durhamtower

-0

Sounds heard only through both pilot's hot microphone systems

-1

Voice identified as Pilot-in-Command (PIC)

-2

Voice identified as Co-Pilot

?
.

Voice unidentified

Â

Unintelligible word
Nan peitinent word
Expletive

75
%

Break in continuity

( 1
11

Questionable insertion

....

Editorialinsertion
Pause

Mote 1:

Times are expressed in eastern standard time (EST).

Note 2:

Noii-pertinent conversation where noted refers to conversation that does not directly
concern the operation control or condition of the aircraft, the effect of which wUI be
~OnSideredalong with other facts during the analysis of flight crew parfofmance.

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION

INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME 6
SOURCE

CONTENT

TIME Ã
SOURCE

CONTENT

START of RECORDING
START of TRANSCRIPT

1803:45

ROO-2

three seventy nine's ready.

180349

TWRG

Eagle three seventy nine Greensboro tower, runway five,
taxiinto positionand hold.

1803:54

RDO-2

position anr* ""'A,

runway live. Eagle three seventy nine.

-1
a\

1804:27

TWRG

Eagle flight three seventy nine, fly runway heading.
cleared for takeoff.

1604:30

RDO-2
1804:31

HOT-1

OK, you can continue.

1004:33

HOT-2

flows are off. speeds are high. CAP panel is nonnal. lights are
on. before takeoff is complete.

1804-37

CAM

[sound of increasingfrequency then clicks and then sound
similar to power being applied for takeoff]

1804:44

HOT-1

that lever really lags bad.

runway heading, cleared to go, three seventy nine.

INTRA-COCKPTT COMMUNICATION
TIME Ã
SOURCE

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME &
SOURCE

CONTENT

OK.set power.
seventy knots, power set here. your aircraft.

'K, my aircraft.
this one's squirrely on takeoff.

V one rotate.
OK, positive rate. gear up.
in transit.
1805:30
TWRG
1805:35
RDO-2

three seventy nine. maintain two thousand five hundred
and turn right headingzero nine zero.

two thousand five hundred, zero nine zero, three ssventy
nine.

1805:38

HOT-1

OK, flaps and flows.

1805:40

FPAB

check bar0 altitude.

1805:41

HOT-2

flaps W,flows are on.

INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICA *ON
TIME ft
SOURCE

CONTEhT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
T!ME 6
SOURCE

CONTENT

1806:03

TWRG
1806:07
ROO-2
1806:lO
ROO-2

1806:18
GSOD
1806:23
RDO-2
1806:26
HOT-1
1806:28
W-2
1806:32
HOT-1
1806:35
HOT-2

K. danb power climb check.
landing gear's up. flaps up flows on. APR off. climb power,
watta you want.

ah, you you need speeds high to get there?
wen. we're already late you know !don't, it's uh, I don? cam.
uuh, I got three hours I should have p'snty of time.

flight three, seventy nine contact departure now and
have a good one.

goin' to departure. good night sir.
Greensboro departure, Eagle three seventy nine's, two
point two for two thousand five hundred. zero nine zero
on the heading.

Eagle three seventy nine departure, radar contact. climb
and maintain five thousand.
up to five thousand, three seventy nine.

2

TIME t

CONTENT

SOURCE

TIME ft
SOURCE

CONTENT

OK.youcangonnatysevenpa(cenL Toniofrowwidotha!
on your b g home. 1 ** make sure,
your. make you make
yo~rnigh),tuL... Iftxrttfwk1mBitanloomuchonaRMe
abortbgIkethis.

plete.

thanks.
your power levers. watta you wart me to give her, fifty three?

yeah fifty three,and uh late bags, er uh, had too much bags.
OK.

I'm off.
OK.
1807:21
RDO-2

Greensboro, three seventy nine.

1807:40

RDO-2
1807:43

FPAB

check baro altitude.

Greensboro eps. Eagle three seventy nine.

INfflA-COCKPITCOMMUNICATION
TIME 6
SOURCE

CON ;EN1

AIRGROUND COMMUNtCATON
TIME 6
SOURCE

CONTENT

one to go.
rover.
1807159

RDO-2
I'mback. Icantgetahokldthem.
OK.
pttbdycaflyouhad.

what radal are ~MBtaw outta hero?

did, he didn't assign us one did he?
m but I's just...

ah,zero eight five normally.

OK,il's zero eight five.
I (ho>.ight he just gave us this heading.
yeah. il's uh. zero nine zero heading.

and Greensboroops. Eagle thirty three seventy nine.

INlRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME 6
SOURCE

CONTENT

1808:49
HOT-1

how's the temperature in the cockpit to you?

1808:52
HOT-2

Bite bit uh. on the cool side. how about you?

1808:54
HOT-1

yeah. a little bit on the cool.

1808:55
HOT-2

alright. I'll turn it up.

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME 6
SOURCE

1809:02
GSOD

CONTENT

Eagle three seventy nine, climb and maintain niner thftisand.
leavin' five thousand for nine thousand. Eagle three sev-

enly nine.
and Greensboro ops,three seventy nine.
1809:30
RDATIS

..... Ratekih/Dumaminternationalinformation Sierra. two
two five one Zulu weather. measured ceilingfive hundred
variable overcast. visibihly two with light rain and fog.
temperature three seven, dew pointthree five. wind zero
two zero at six. a l t i i e r three zero three one. remaritt.
ceiling variable three hundred feet to six hundred feet.
parallel ILS approaches runway five left runway five right in
use. read back all runway hold short instructions. advise
on initial contact, you have information Sierra.......
Eagle three seventy nine, turn ten degrees right.

lNTRA^-nc-KPITWuUUN1CATlON
TIME Ã
SOURCE

CONTENT

1811:06
HOT-2

thirty thirty one on the melers in Raleigh.

1811:08
HOT-1

OK. thanks.

1811:ll
HOT-1

what are they calm' it? I missed ii.

1811:13
HOT-2

1811 -25
HOT-1

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME &
SOURCE

CONTENT

1810:34
ROO-2

ten right, three seventy nine.

1810:48
RDO-2

and Greensboro ops, Eagle three seventy nine.

1811:32
RDO-2

Greensboro operalions. Eagle thirty three seventy nine.

measuredfive hundred variable overcast, two mi!% light rain
fog. thirty seven degrees. wind zero two zero at six, and uh,
remarks, ceiling'sthree hundred variable six hundred.

cool. OK.

1811:56
HOT-1

ever get ahokl of them?

1811:57
HOT-2

mw. ID just report it when l eal into Raleigh.

NOCOMMUNICATION

irmt-r-ft-KptT COIÃ‘UNICATKI

TIME &
SOURCE

TIME &
CONTENT

SOURCE

CONTENT

leimeaskyouhaveyouseenthatMCIcommercialwiththis
gu/sistalkingtosome~omanwho'sworidn'thecomputerand
she's (loin' this thing about some EtJyptian princessor something and he says you two took you t'ro guys look the same.
and then Lie looks at him kinda dirty?

you haven't seen !hat? I was gonna ask you what you thought
they were trying to get at with that. you can go aheadand do a
cruise i heck.
OK, less than a thousand. uh. altimetersthirty thirty one set
cfosschocked.
andthtythirty onesetontheleft.

boost p m ! are off. uh cruise power set, pressurizationset
and checked. ouise complete.

1812:46

GSOD
1812:50
ROO-2

Eagle three seventy nine, coniact Raleigh one two eight
point three. good evening.
twenty eight three. pleasure doin' business with you,

INTRA-COCKPtT COMMUNICATION

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICAÂ¥no
TIME

TIME 6
SOURCE

CONTENT

181254
HOT-2

I don't know why I said that. [sound of laughter]

1612:56
HOT-1

I don't either.

181257
HOT-2

just roiled off my tongue. sounded gcod.

a

SOURCE

CONTENT

1813:OZ

RDO-2

good evening Raleigh, Eagle three seventy nine's, ni,

eight point six for nine with Siena.
1813:20
HOT-1

boy, the till's way off on that sucker.
1814:lO
RDO-2
1814:14
APR-1

and good evening Raleigh approach. Eagle three seventy nine level at nine thousand Sierra.

Eagle three seventy nine, Raleigh approach, good evening. expect runway five left.

1814:17

RDO-2
1814:25
HOT-1

I wonder if he knows that we're still on a hundred heading?

1814:30
HOT-2

'm sure he does. want me to tell him?

1m14:33
HOT-1

yeah, ifyou wouldn't mind 'cause normally they have you on

that radial.

f i e left.

TME

TIME &
SOURCE

CONTENT

t

SOURCE

1814:39
RDO-2
1814:SO

Am-1

1814:54
FPAB

[checkbarn attitude]

1814:55
HOT-1
1814:Â£
HOT-2

altimeter?thirty thirty one sot crosschocked.

1814:59
HOT-1
1815:OO
HOT-2

set and checked, ice protection'sare on,fuel
be uh, Hteen and twenty one.

1815:lO

ST.!

OK. r~*iawad.

1815:ll

HOT-2
?815:17
HOT-1

uh, reviewed, external lights are on.
scent.
OK.

CONTENT

and approach, three seventy nine, you want us to interoept the radial or just maintaina one hundred heading.

three seventy nine uh, just uh, you can interceptthe radial off that heading.

TIME k
SOURCE

1815:21
HOT-1

CONTENT

thanks.if vou'11 take the conhuls.. rilw
- ahead and do aooroach
..
briefing.

1815:22
HOT-2
1815:40
HOT-1

1816:31
HOT4

TIME k
SOURCE

-

alright. l\ego(the~ontrols,flightcontrols.

OK,frequency, ifs a RaleigM)tuhamILS fiw left. fraauency,
one oh nine point one. I'llput three eighty two up for the other
side... 'K, frequency is one oh nine point one for the left side.
and uh. altitude is three thousand or twenty one hundred,
down to five, eighty five, two hundredfoot approach,three
quartersof a irite or four thousand RVR. w have 1. course inbound is fifty two. lime is not requred. missed approach is
dint) to a thousand, then dimbing left turn to twenty one bundred. via three ten heading outbound to the. three tiny one radial off ol seventeen two. uum, any questions?

vow-

CONTENT

INTflA-COCKPtT COMMUNICATION
TIME &

SOURCE

CONTENT

AIMWOUND ~ U N I C A T O N
TIME Ã
SOURCE

CONTENT

yeah. Idon1know what MQ was getGn' at with that oomnwcial
whether 'causethe guy said, you two guys look alike referring
to that, Egyptian princess or whatever, and she was liketaking
I as sexual h3i3ssni6nlS'cause she just kinda puts her head
down and looks like you know this b g pout on her (ace like
how, how frustrating it is to be a woman or sun'. I don't know,
the commercial really turned me off. I just wondered if you'd
seen it, you know-

yeah, I saw that uh, Joe Montana playin' quarteibaek for the, he

has a, he's dreaming.

oh yeah.

or he gets hit, he he's quartoback and he's gonna pass the ball
and he looks up in the stand and he sees this big {at Sumo
wrestler starts gom'uhuh and his fat starts (iggli,

yeah.
1817-39
GSOOP

thirty three seventy nine, this is Greensboro, do you

copy?
1817:42
ROO-2
181746
GSOOP

loud and dear there, hoi* do you hear us?

guys, sony Ã took (me) so long to gel back to you. you
got some timesfor me?

TIME &
SOURCE
1817:52
HGT-1

CONTENT

TIME &
SOURCE

CONTENT

ah, fifty ttwoo,and whatever we're off.
1817:55

ROO-2

aaa-tfi, ifs goin' to have to be fifty three, and oh three.

1818:W

GSOOP

fifty three and oh three, OK thanks. you guys have a
good night.

1818:ll

GSOOP

anyway. so IMhe sees this fat guy jggling so he kinda goes
ooooh you know he kinda distracts him and somebody comes
from behind and Klondikashim find just knocks him out. And
he's, and he's ina dream and the nexi thing ya know he's in a
Jet's uniform.

oh yeah.

yaah. I hadn't seen that one.

OK. thanks guys.

IinnA-COCKPrr nrnwiiMiolIoN
TIME &
SOURCE

CONTENT

O U N D COMMUNICATION
TIME &
SOURCE

CONTENT

it's funny as hell.
gettin' a little bit o' ice out there, aren'i you? just like trace.

just a dace,yeah.
cool.
you're not a wereÃ‘o are you? I see the moon up there.

yaah,actual>sÃˆafillmoonÂ¥"notevenaÃˆhairontha
Maybejus)a-binnotaw.
yeah, we're uh, throe uh, you wouldn't mind wribng thr flight
number there. would you?
whafs lhat7

you wouhtol mind puttin' the flight number them would you?
1819:33
APR-1
1819:37
AA1402

Afnonconfourtwnzorotwo,flyhoodingzwotwozero.
descend and maintam eight thousand.

zerc two zero. eight thousand. American fourteen oh two.

TIME

TIME &
SOURCE

CONTENT

Ã

SOURCE

1819:46
RDO-2

CONTENT

Raleigh opt. Eagb thirty three seventy nine, is about
twelve out.

1819:53

W

P

copy thirty time Mventy nine. you'll park in Juliet. I'm
showin' you goin' back out to Greenville. same plane.
nine on0 eight.

1820:OO
RDO-2
1820:18
HOT-2

what's the inbound radial to uh..

1820:22
HOT-1

the ILS?

1820:23
HOT-2

no,to uh, zero eighl zerofive. is X also the two seventy. two

OK,Juliet.

seventy nine ant it into uh, Raleigh?

1820:31
HOT-1

no I donl thinh they match or anything ike thai.

1820:34
HOT-2

uuh.
182035

APR-1

Eaglethree seventy nine, are you in the turn direct Raleigh?

1820:36
HOT-2

yeah, s'thafs what I'm saying.
1820:38
ROO-2

h i ' s affirmative.

TIME &
SOURCE

1820:40
HOT-1

CONTENT

TIME &
SOURCE

CONTENT

OK, was that US'
1820:41
APR-1
1820:42
ROO-2

Eagle three seventy nine, turn right heading one eight
zero.
one eight zero.

that's what I mean. iTs not direct. we're on the, we were
deared for Victor three ten.

yeah, but he PSI gave us the eighty five degree radii. i don't..,
I don't. huh.. ***.

huh?

isni that part d the f, as filed?
1820:55
APR-1

fourteen zero two reduce speed now to one eight zero.

1821:OO
AA1402

one eighty, American fourteen oh two.

urn, I don't think so, and you can go ahead and do approach
check, we'll checkabout it on the ground, but uh,

INTOA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME 6
SOURCE
1821:02
HOT-2

AIR-GROUND C O N M U N I C A ~ N
n!lE Ã
SOURCE

CONTENT

ahght. flight instrumentsand radios sat and checked on the
right.
1821:02
AA1402

1821 :05
HOT-1

CONTENT

-

fourteen oh two. are we oonna do downwind lonioht or
we gonna be able to intekqt.

set and checked on the ten.
1821-08

APR-1
1821:lO
HOT-2

'approach Wing?approach briefing?

1821:13
HOT-1

uh. it's complete.

1821:15
HOT-2
1821:19
HOT-1

fourteenohtwoifsprobablygomabeabaseforya I
need to get your speed back though to follow traffic.

boost pumps and crossfaeds am on, pax briefing to go, I'll be
uh, approach complete.
OK. oh, I see what you're talking about..
1821:21

1821:28
HOT-2

yeah 'cause. 'Ã§'the three ten and it dog togs.

APR-1

Eagle three seventy nine, turn right heading uh. two zero

1821:24
RDO-2

three seventy nine, two zoro zero.

INTRA-COCKP1T COMMUNICATION
TIME Ã
SOURCE

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME Â
SOURCE

wegotconfusedbetweenyouandl. Iwastalkingaboutthe
zero eight five degree radial.

yeah. we we were never at..
alright. Victor ten what it, three ten what is..
three ten's the one oh eight so we weren't even on it, yeah.

OK.
OK, yeah you're. I didnt know what was goin' on them I
thought the zero eight five was the Victor three ten.

yeah. no.

OK.
and uh.

that'll be alright.
you know, I dont Idon? know why he's telling us to join on that
if we're m zero eight five we just fly zero eight five unllthey tell
us to turn.

CONTENT

AIR-CROUNO COMMUNICATION

INTRA-COCKPIT COUMUNICATION
TIME &
SOURCE

CONTENT

1821:55
HOT-2

right, right.

182158
HOT-1

but I'm glad you brought that up and everything.

1821:59
HOT-2

TIME ft
SOURCE

CONTENT

I think he said wed then he came back and asked f MM were

p n a go dim. I think. I think what it was is he thought we
were on the uh, airway loo.

1822:06
HOT-1

yeah. yeah he should paint you know.

1822:08
HOT-2

yeah. yeah. Us a omb bin at ion.
1822:09
APR-1

1822:ll
HOT-1

1822:20
HOT-1

American fourteen zero two. turn right heading one two
zero.

'K, frequency is set and everything OK. thanks.
1822:13
AA1402

one two zero, American fourteen oh two.

APR-1

American fourteen zero two,contact approach one three
five point one five. advise them d your heading.

OK,

IMTBA-COCKPrr COMMUNICATION
TIME &
SOURCE

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME k
SOURCE

CONTENT

1822:24

PA-2

[soundsimilar to cabin chime] well folks, at this lime. we're
about ten point eight miles from the Raleigh/Durham Irtemat i m l airport. 'boutfive minutes out. and we're just about to
begin our aporoach. at this time I'd like you to double check
your seat bets and make sure they're securely fastened. all
cany-onluggage stowed, tray tables in the up and locked position weaihe- tonight's not very good in Raleigh, it's uh, five
hundred tooÃ overcasl. two miles visibility because d rain and
log, and the wnds are out d the north at six miles per hour.
ttMly five fifteen. we'll do thai take care.
Eagle three seventy nine, I know emlier you asked -no il!
wanted you lo join the radial or the stay on the heading.
which<f-iItalyou?

OK, it was our understandingyou warded us on the zero
eight five degree radial.
OK. FrnÃ§onIwasIhinking yoummiKpintherrfi-!from

the uh. inbound uh, to Raleigh.

Eagb flight three seventy nine, reduce speed to uh. one
eight zero then descend and maintain six thousand.

TIME 1
SOURCE

1822:57
HOT-2

CONTENT

TIME 1
SOURCE

CONTENT

I'mback.
132259

RDO-1

and you heard thai as six too. didn'i you?
dearly.

one eighty to six thousand, yeah.

yeah.

what he Â£4
one eighty and then down to six?

Cm back and Iwas
OK. yeah. it was texts, you were kinda
kinda. it was Idnda muffled a IMIebit.....and we. we've dore the
approach check, correct?

yeah,I remefrtberyou sayin' thai.

OK. a hundred and eighty knots and then down to six
thousand six thousand Eagle three seventy nine.

TIME Ã
SOURCE

CON1L

TIME 6
SOURCE

CONTENT

complete,

OK.

right. the only problem if ifs consistent it doesnt bother me,
but if it's doin' the boom, boom, boom, boom like this.. tars the
stuff that gets ya because it flashes.
yeah, I've tried to mccxporatethat into my flow now..
1824:19
APR-1

Eagle three seventy nine. turn right heading two three
zero.

1824:21
ROO-2
1824:23
HOT-1

right to two three ZR-J. three seventy nine.

..that you know when I go flight director standby. lights on. you
know, just hying to add that up to my scan, or to you know paltern it's just that's the first time I've realy had a uh, ah,a first dfief flying one low at night uh you know where we even msidered fuming the lights out, and that's you 'mow kinda just
caught me as a first timer.
1824:45
APR-1

Eagle three seventy nine, contact approach one three
five point one fie, good night.

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION

IMTBA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME Â
CONTENT

SOURCE

TIME ft
SOURCE

CONTENT

thirty five fifteen, see ya.
American fourteen oh two. descend and maifitain four
thousand.

four thousand, fourteen oh two.

Eagle flight three seventy nine, Raleigh approach roger.
fly heading two four zero.

1825:25

FPAB

check baro altitude.

1825:26

APR-2

American bateen oh two,turn left heading zero seven
zero. join the locaber course, track it inbound.

1825:31
M1402

zero seven zero to join. American fourteen oh two,

1825:28

HOT-2

one to go.

INTflA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME A
SOURCE

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME 6
SOURCE

CONTENT

Eagle flight three seventy nine, reduce to one seven zero
then descend and maintain three thousand.
one seventy then three thousand, three seventy nine.

fourteenoh two,ifyou wanna do one eight zero, that's
approved.

thank you very much. that was our last assigned,

w

\0

American fourteen oh two, you're ten miles from SCHOO.
cross SCHOO at or ^iove three thousand cleared ILS
five left. a hundred and eighty knots 'ti1BARRT please.

be glad to do that. cleared approach, American fourteen
oh two.
1826:07
HOT-1

1826:18
HOT-2

yeah boy, Hell you. this one is really oul d rig. it's squnrely as
heck on takeoff so beware ol that in Raleigh. seems to wanna
go hard to the left.
yeah, that's what I seen when we were taxiing. it warted to go
left that'swhy I needed to. every time I'd fed a jerk, it was the
right brake just trying to get the nose to turn.

1826:26

HOT-1

yeah.

INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME ft
SOURCE

1826:27
HOT-1

CONTENT

AlRJ.HnUND CONNUN1CAlION
TIME &
SOURCE

CONTENT

you did a great job.
1826:28
APR-2

American fourteen oh two, caution wake turbulerice
seven lifty seven,one o'clock six miles tumin' base to final
for runway five right.

1826:33
MI402
that's why I was wondering if there's something you know. you
said it puk to the left. so I don't,there must be something
wrong with the uh, noscwheel or something. everything looks
fine it?

well the torque's have a tq,big spR so if you're gorma kinda
like dead slick it. your gonna have good split on the toiquo. I
don1remember how much it was. but uh. I don't know. it mghl
be the torque gauges may be off or someihing.
how's the tefnpeiatum now. do you fed ifs gettin' a little wann
aishjustrne?

uh,ifs toasty, I mean it's comfortable. you want me to lum il
down?
a tiny bit would be fine.

OK,we apprdCSAe it

INTBA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME 6
SOURCE

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATtON
TIME 6
SOURCE

CONTENT

[sound of change in airflow)

check barn altitude.

and whet: "mi go: ? chance, look out .he window and see if
youseeanyofthat ice I might do ...
yeah, I was baton' oat there. X doesn't, I. I don't see anything
right now.

OK, we can go ahead and do flaps thirty five landing. if there
wasa mabit out thererdprobably doflapstwenty.

do you have much icing experience? less than a thousand to
go.

uh. hid and mis* here you know, you know you don' jet too
much here I mean I don't anyways. how 'bout you?
more than l want. I usedto fly my dad's one eighty twoaround
I'd get two or three inches on the wing. he'd go walk up to it
and grab B likethai and gocikkkkk. ,->Ãˆ) il off and throw it. takes
a lot of icing to pull one d these ## out d the sky, guarantee
you that.

l828:2O
APR-2

Eagle flight three seventy nine, caution wake luibulence
your spacing on a. seven twenty seven. turn left heading
one niner zero.

INTRA-COCKHT COMMUNICATION
TIME

AIR4ROUND W H U N I C A m N
TIME a
SOURCE

a

SO-JRCE

CONTENT

1828:27

RDO-2
1828:31
HOT-1

caution wake turtxitence. hke whal are we gonna do a*-&

1828:34
HOT-2

exactly.

1828:45
HOT-1

CONTENT

left one niner zero, tb

seventy nine,

it.

I got some &I, shaving cream looking ice one time when Iwas
goin' into Chattanooga. first officer and I had never seen anything that looked like that.... ever see anything that looks like
thai just kinda shaving cream, foamy lookin'?

1829:08

HOT-2

uh huh.
1829:14

APR-2

Eagle three seventy nine. turn left heading one four zero.

1829:19

RDO-2
182976

HOT-2

[sound of Morse code identification 'IGKK']

1829:31

FPAB

check ban altitude.

1829:34
HOT-1

I was trying to identify those but uh,

182937

HOT-2

they're identified.

1829:38
HOT-1

thanks.

left one four zero. three seventy nine.

8

INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME h
SOURCE

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME 6
SOURCE

CONTENT

American fourteen oh two, contact Raleigh tower one two
seven four five.
twenty seven forty five. see you on the way out

see ya,
Eagle Right three seventy nine, eight from BARRT. turn
left headingzero seven zero, join the iocalier course at
or above two thousand one hundred. cleared !LS five

left.
zero seven zero at twenty one hundred or above. cleared
for the ILS five left, three, three seventy nine.
1830:40
FPA-8

check baro altitude.

1830:44
HOT-1

see if we can maintainthree thousand 'lilestablishes!.

1830:47
HOT-2

what's that?

1830:48
HOT-1

he said at or above, right?

1830:49
HOT-2

right.

1830:51
HOT-1

OK, and could you hit approach....

-

2

IMTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME &
SOURCE

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME &
SOURCE

ifs armed.
OK, "take Ã down a Btk bit.

whafsthat?
at or above, I'm going to go ahead and keep it here.

OK, everything'sarmed, right?
yep, gfde slope's alive.

K, at or above you agree that I can stay at three thousand,
right?
that's true.

'cause I dont want him to send anybody over top of me thinking I'mdown at twenty one hundred.
no, that's correct.

BARRTs seven DME?
ah, six point nine.

CONTENT

INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION

-

TIME 6
SOURCE

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME A
SOURCE
1832:07
APR-2

1832:15
CAM

CONTENT

Eagle flight three seventy nine, contact Raleigh tower
one two seven four five.

1832:lO
RDO-2

twenty seven forty five. good night.

1832:13
APR-2

good night.

[sound of beep similar to pilot changing VHF radio frequency]
1832:16
ROO-2
1832:lB.O
TWR

Raleightower. Eagle three seventy nine's with you for the
left side.

Eagle flight three seventy nine Raleigh tower, runway five
left. cleared to land wind zero one zero at eight. traffic
three and a half mile final seven twenty seven.

1832:24.8
RDO-2
1832:40.5
HOT-1
1832:55.9
HOT-1
1833:OO.g
HOT-2

I'm gonna configure at the marker.
your glide slope bouncing around a little bit like maybe somebody's in the uh,, blocking it or somethin'?

uh, little bit o' jiggling back and forth. a's probably that seven
twenty seven down there.

cleared to land five left, three seventy nine.

s

INlRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION

TIME &
SOURCE

CONTENT

1833:OS 1
HOT-1

yeah, I can see that how ifs bouncing.

1833:06.3
HOT-2

or it's actually probably that guy down wer the threshold.

1833:08.7
HOT-1

OK.

183330.2
HOT-1

go ahead, flaps ten.

1833:13.1
HOT-2

selected, indiitin' ten degrees.

1833:23.2
HOT-1

lei's go ahead and go speeds high. this sucker is slooow.

1833:28.7
CAM

[sound of increased frequency similar to increase in propeller

RWI
1833:29.7
HOT-1

and gear down. flaps twenty.

1833:33.3
HOT-1

why's the* *gnitionlight on? we just had a flame out?

183338.4
HOT-2

I'm not sure what's goin' on with it.

1833:39.8
HOT-1

we hadaflame out.

1833:40.7
CAM

(low frequency beat sound simitar to propellers rotating out of
synchronization starts and continues for approximately eight
seconds]

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME ft
SOURCE

CONTENT

INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME 6
SOURCE

CONTENT

1633:41.4
HOT-2

'K, you got iP

1833:42.5
HOT-1

yeah.

1833:42.8
HOT-2

we lose an engine?

1833:43.6
HOT-1

OK, yeah.

1833:45.2
HOT-1

OK, uh...

1833:46.0
HOT-2

I'm goma turn that...

163346.5
HOT-1

see il that, turn on the auto...

1W.48.2
HOT-2

I'm goin' to turn or., both uh... ignitions, OK?

1833:51.5
HOT-1

OK.

1833:54.2
HOT-2

we lose that en' left one?

1833:58.9
HOT-2

walta you want me to do you gofm amtirue?

AIR-GROUND COMNUNKAllON
TIME &
SOURCE

CONTENT

NTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME &
SOURCE

CONTENT

1834:OO.l
HOT-1

OK. yeah. I'm g

1834:03.1
HOT-2

alright I'm gonna..

1834:03.7
CAM

1834:03.9
HOT-1
1834:05.0
HOT-2
1834:05.3
CAM
1834:05.7
HOT-1
1834:06.1
CAM

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME 6
SOURCE

m continue. just back me ip.

[towfrequency beat sound snnibr to propellers rotatingout d
synchronization starts and continues for approximately three
seconds]
let's go missed approach.
alright. Â¥

[sound similar to single stall warning horn starts dnd continues
for 0.7 seconds]
set max power.

[sound similar to single stall warning horn starts and continues
for 0.3 seconds]

1834:06.5
HOT-2
1834:09.4
CAM

[soundsitnib to single slal waning hern starts]

1834:09.6
CAM

[sound similar to dual stall warning horns start)

CONTENT

INTRA-WCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME 6
SOURCE

CONTENT

1834:09.8
HOT-2

you got it?

1834:10.8
HOT-1

yeah.

1834:lZ.Z
HOT-2

lower the nose.

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME &
SOURCE

1834:13.0

CAM

[unidentified tattling sound]

1834:13.2
HOT-2

irs the wrong, wrong foot. wrong engine ",

1834:14.7
CAM

[sound simitar to dual stal warning horns stop]

CAM

[low frequency
. . beat sound sinidar to propellersrotatingout d
- & h d d m h e $ f w

1834:14.9
CAM

1834:16.3
HOT4
1834:17.6
CAM
1834:lB.Z
CAM

[soundsimilartosinglestalwarninghomstops]

-1

of heavy breathing1

[soundsimbrbdualstalwarninghon~aopandsingle
hom
continues]

[soundsimbr to dual s t 4 warning horns start]

COWENT

INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME &
SOURCE

1834:18.9
HOT-2
1834:18.6

CAM

CONTENT

AIR-GROIMHCOMHUMCATION
TIME &
SOURCE

here.
[soundsimtor to dual stall warning horns stop1
1834:20.2

7WR
1834-22.3

CAM

(sound similar to dual stall warning horns start and continues to

1834:24.4

CAM

CONTENT

[sound d it11pad1
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wind zero two zero at seven.

